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In recognition of his ardent school spirit 
and:devotion to our college 
IT H AS been the aim of 
the Reveille Staff of 1929 
to give a broader and fuller 
inspiration of fellowships 
formed upon this campus, 
to awaken the spirit of 
memory, and create a love 
for this school that has never 
before been embodied in the 
hearts of t he students of 









Here will we sit and let the sounds of music creep in our ears. 
-SHAKESPEARE. 
The Quadrangle 
Youlh wilh swifl feel walks onward in lhe way. 
-FRANCES BUTLER. 
Picken Hall 
With antique pillars massy proof. 
- M ILTON. 
Normal Avenue 
The best part of beauty is that which a picture cannot express. 
-BACON 
Winter Scene 
\'(Iinter comes to rule the varied year. 
-THOMSON 
Science Hall 
o S tar-eyed science, hast thou wandered there? 
- C AMPBELL 
Industrial Building 
The creeping ivy clings to wood or slonc. 
-COOPER 
Summer Scene 
T here is no art delivered to mankind that hath not the works oj natu re Jor his 
pr incipal object. 
- S IDNEY. 
rtministratton 
BOARD OF REGENTS OF KANSAS 
W. Y. MORGAN, H utchinson, Chairman 
B. e. CULP, Beloit 
e. M. HARGER , Abilene 
e. B. MERRIAM, Topeka 
G. S. SPENCER, Sedan 
E. W. EVANS, Wichita 
M. G. VINCENT, Kansas City 
MRS. J. S. PATRICK, Satanta 
W. E. I RELAND, Yates Center 
HAYS TEACHERS COLLEGE 
W HERE sixty years ago a military post protected the vanguard of westward civilization, today the Kansas State Teachers 
College of Hays pioneers in the educating of Western Kansas youth. 
Where once buffaloes ranged and Indians stalked, now students march 
in quest of knowledge. F rom its beginning this college has been pre-
dominated by the progressive spirit that conquered the wilderness; 
it is imbued with that vigor so characteristic of the West. 
Founded in 1902 largely through the efforts of Charles Curtis, 
now Vice-President of the United States, the Western Branch of the 
Kansas State Normal, later named the Kansas State Teachers College 
of H ays, has grown in size and prominence unti l it ranks with the best 
teachers colleges in America. I ts growth has been largely due to the 
work of Dr. Will iam Alexander Lewis, who has been President of the 
institution since 1914. 
The faculty is made up of a personnel well qualified for the respon-
sible functions of the college . Courses of study leading to the bachelors 
degree are offered and, in addition, graduate work lead ing to the masters 
degree will soon be available. The fact that the school will offer this 
degree in less than thirty years after its found ing is indicative of its 
rapid progress. 
The campus is one of the most beautiful in the middle west; it 
covers about eighty acres of ground and has considerable natural 
scenery to enhance the appearance of a number of well situated build-
ings. 
Reputation is important, and the Hays Teachers College is known 
in educational circles throughout the count ry for the type of students 
that it turns out. Its alumni include teachers in all parts of the nation ; 
yet it is an ev ident fact that its service has just begun. 
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WILLIAM A. LEWIS, B. S., A. B., LL. D. 
President 





CALUNG TO THE STUDENTS 
({THE power of for ts and regiments was required to control t he 
haughty, stern-spirited Red Man. Fort Hays is our reminder of 
the unconquerable spirit which ruled the P lains. I t is fi t ting and 
proper that the land, which once served the nation's sold iers as a home 
while they were winning the plains for cultivation, should now serve 
the State of Kansas in educating her young men and women to live 
a life of high service and happy citizenship. The Fort Hays Kansas 
Normal School is surrounded with a halo of tradition. Men whose 
indomitable spirit made them the heroes of our nation, have tramped 
over our campus and bivouacked on the banks of our lake, and have 
cooked their meager meals on campfires replenished from our woods. 
Their spirits are call ing in bugle-notes to our boys and gi rls. Their 
example sets before us a lesson of superb courage, of true comrade-
ship, of clean lives, of unselfish devotion to their people, to their state, 
and to their nation. The Senior has marched on the parade-grounds of 
unconquerable spirits, has picnicked on the camp-ground of indomi-
table warriors, has breathed the air of the plains expanse, and has the 
same field of vision over which have looked the greatest men of our 
nation. With such a heritage and such a presence, the Senior and the 
alumnus must live a life of splendid service and the undergraduate has 
for his goal a li fe of h igh ambition." 
Probably no statement or group of statements mean so much to 
the K. S. T. C. student as does this quotation written by President 
Lewis to the students of 19 14. We are proud to take up our work and 





FLOYD B. LEE, A. B., A. M. 
Dean of the Faculty and Director of Extension 
Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia; 
University of Kansas. 
C. H . LANDRUM, A . B., A. M. 
Professor of Social Science and Assistant 
Professor of History 
Un iversity of K ansas; Yale University. 
ELIZABETH JANE AGNEW, B. S. 
Dean of Women 
Kansas State Agricu ltural College ; Colum-
bia University. 
R . L. PARKER , B. L. , B. S., A. M. 
Professor of History 
Ottawa University; Unive rsity of Chicago. 
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C. E. R AR ICK, A. B., Ph. D . 
Prof essor of Rural Education 
K ansas Wesleyan University; Unive rsity of 
Colorado; Univers it y of Ka nsas. 
J OSEPH INE WEATHER LY, B. 0., B. S., A. M. 
A ss islant P rofessor 0/ Educalion 
K a nsas Sca te Christ ia n College; Ka nsas 
State Teachers College of E mporia; Uni-
versity o f Chicago; Stud y in Germa ny. 
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J OHN C. FRAZEE, A. B., A. M. 
Professor 0/ Education 
Coc College ; Columbia University. 
ADA CA I N, B. S., M . S. 
Assistant Professor of Educat ion 
Kansas Sta tc Teachers College of Hays ; 
Unive rsity of K ansas. 
L. D. WOOSTER, A. B., Ph. M. 
Professor of Biological Sciences 
Ka nsas State Teachers College of Emporia; 
Un iversity of Wisconsin . 
JAM ES E. R OUSE, B. S., M .,S. 
T eachers College of K irksvi lle, Mo.; Uni-
vers ity of Wisconsin ; Kansas State Agricul-
tu ra l College. 
Roy R ANK I N, A. B., A. M. 
Professor oj Chemistry and Bacteriology 
Ka nsas State Teachers College of Emporia; 
Universit y of Ka nsas; Ha rvard Unive rsity. 
FRED W. ALBERTSON, B. S. 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays; 
University of Missouri. 
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HENRY EDWARD MALLOY, B. S . 
Director 0/ Music 
K . S . T. C. of Emporia; Bethany College; 
Voice under George Hamlin , C hicago; Ella 
Bochus-Behr, Berlin ; Hinshaur of Metro-
polita n Opera, N. Y.; George Ferguson, 
Berlin. 
WALTER EMCH, B . S., B. M. 
Prof~ssor of Music Theory; Bandmaster 
University of Illinois. 
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P AUL FONTAINE, B. M. 
P rofessor of Piano 
Northwestern Universit y. 
VAN A MBROSE CHR ISTY, B. S. 
Assistant p , j !ssor 0/ Voice, 
Director a/Men's Glee Club. 
University of Missouri. 
JAMES R. START, B. S., A. M. 
Associate Professor of Literature, Professor 
of Dramatics 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays; 
Columbia University. 
THORNTON W. WELLS, B. S. 
Assistant Professor of English 
Kansas State Teachers College of H ays; 
Kansas Sta te Agricultural College. 
R OB Roy I AN MACGREGOR. A. B., A. M .• 
Ph. D. 
Profes.~or of English 
Otago University of New Zealand, Uni-
ve rsity of J ena, Cambridge Unive rsity. 
E DGAR P. ScHOWALTER , A. B. 
Professor of Journalism 
University of Kansas. 
r, V I 
WILLI A M D . WEIDLEIN, B. s. 
Professor of Phys ical Education for M en and 
Superintendent of Power and Heat. 
Ka nsas University . 
EDWARD E. COLYE R , A. B. , A. M. 
Professor of Mathematics 
Cooper College; Unive r~i ty of Kat)sas. 
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H AROLD SCHM IDT, A. B. 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
for Men 
Univers ity of Kan&l~. 
W. E. GORDON, A. B., B. S., Ph. D. 
Professor of Physics 
India na Univer~ i ty; Chicago University; 
Harvard University; Iowa State Uni versity. 
DoNALD S. GATES, A. B., A. M., Ph. D . 
Professor 0/ Business Administration 
LHarvard University; Unive rsity of Chicago. 
HARRIETT M. ScHWENKER, B. S. 
Prof essor 0/ S tenography 
Nebraska Peru State Normal; Nebraska 
School of Business; University of Nebraska. 
FREDERICK H USTON , B. S., A. M. 
Assistant Professor 0/ Business Administration 
Ohio State University. 
C HARLES F. WIEST, D. D . 
Professor 0/ Philosophy and Biblical Literature 
Gettysburg Col lege; Gettysburg Theologi-
cal Seminary; Midland College. 
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I RWIN H. M CVEY, S. S. 
Professor of Mechanical Arts 
Kansas Srate Teachers College of Hays . 
IRENE CONNORAN, A. S., Ph. M. 
Assistant Prof essor of Physical Education 
for Women 
University of Wisconsin. 
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E 1 
ELSIE H ARRI S, A. B., B. F. A. 
Professor of Applied Arts 
University of Oklahoma; Snow-Froehlich 
School of Industria l Art , Chicago; Boulder 
University; Columbia Universit y. 
ELIZABETH GRAYBEAL, B. S., A. M. 
Professor of Physical Education for Women 
University of Chicago. 
HELEN I DE MORSE, B. S. 
Supervisor of Public School Music 
Northwestern University; University of 
Chicago. 
MAUDE McMI NDES . B. S., A. M. 
Assistant Professor of Education 
Kansas State Teachers College of H ays; 
University o f Kamas. 
L UC ILLE F E LTON, B. S. 
A~sistant Professor of Piano 
Kansas State T eachers College of Ha ys; 
Alexander Raab ; Caruthers Normal School of 
Piano, Chicago. 
PEARL C. C RUISE, A. B.; A. M. 
A.ssistant Professor of Education 
University of Iowa; Iowa State Teachers 
College. 
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EMMA F. WILSON, B. S. 
Instructor, Correspondence-Study Department, 
Extension Division 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays; 
Greeley, Colo rado; Agricultura l College of 
Colorado. 
CHARL ES H. BROOKS, B. S. 
[-lead of Correspondence-Study Department, 
Extensioll Division 
K ansas State Teachers College of Hays. 
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MRS. R ALPH R EED, B. S. 
Assistant Professor oj Biological Science 
Kansas State Agricultural College of 
Manhattan. 
M ODESTO JACOB1Nl, A. B. 
Professor of Foreign Languages 
Liceo, T a ra nto, Italy; American Inter-
national College; Ya le University; New York 
University; Universit y of Chicago. 
MARY ANN STEPH ENS, A. A., B. S. 
Assistant Professor of Home Economics 
Stephens Junior College; University of 
M issouri ; Un iversity of Wisconsin. 
ETHEL M c KENNA 
Social Director of Custer Hall 
ETH EL SNODGRASS, B. S., A. M . 
Professor of Home Economics 
Perdue University, Columbia Universit y, 
~ni versit y of Chicago. 
GEORGE F. S TERNBERG 
Field Vertebrate Paleontologist 
Collector and preparator in Western 
United States, Canada and Argent ine fo r 
F ield MU5Cum of Chicago. 
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FLOYD B. S TREETER , A. B. , A. M. 
Librarian 
University of Kan~s; University of 
Missouri. 
MAUDE I SABEL GORH AM , A. M. , Ph. B. 
Assistant Professor of Education 
Columbia University; Unive rsity of Chi-
cago. 
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SARA McMONIGL E , A. B. 
Assistant Librarian 
P a rk College, Missouri. 
ANNA V. BURNS, B. S., A. M. 
Assistant Prof essor of Education 
Cent ra l M issouri S ta te Teachers College; 
Unive rsity of Chicago; University of M issouri . 
E THEL BoWEN, B. S. 
Instructor, Correspondence-Study Department, 
Extension Division 
Kansas Sta te Teachers College of Hays. 
MRS. FLO RENCE WALLACE, B. S. 
A ssistant I nslructor oj Public School Music 
Kansas Sta te Teachers College of Hays. 
















LYMAN EELLS Ames, Iowa 
Agriculture 
P hi Mu Alpha, Glee Club, Chorus. 
EDNA MARI E BROWN Burr Oak 
Commerce 
Sigma P hi Gamma, W. A. A. , Parlia-
mentary Law, Chorus. 
LEONA GRISWOLD Rossville 
Public School Music 
Theta Sigma Upsilon, Glee Club. 
E UGENE A. McF A"RLAND Hays 
H istory 
Footba ll , Debate, Glee C lub, Senior Class 
President . 
ELGIN D ENIO 
Mathematics 
Y. M. C. A. 
ALBERT W. CoPELAND 
Agriculture 
Y. M . C. A., Parl iamentary Law. 
Osborne 
Ha ys 
CLARENCE Y OUSE 
A griculture 
BunkerhiU 
Y . M. C. A. 
N INA ALEXANDER Copeland 
Commerce 
Sigma Phi Gamma, Y. W. C. A., Cabinet. 
WALTE R BOLLINGER Utica 
History and Social Science 
Tennis, Band, Reveille. 
S ETH ARNOLD Hays 
Commerce 
President Commercial Club. 
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H OMER D UMM 
Physics 
Kappa Phi Alpha , Footba ll . 




Theta S igma Upsilon , Home Economics 
C lub, W . A. A. , Life Saving Corps. 
H ARRY KLEWE NO Bison 
Manual A rts 
Basket Ball , Kappa Phi Alpha , Track. 
F L ORA Z I EBER Pawnee Rock 
Commerce 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Reveille, P anhellenic, 
G lee Club, C horus. 
EDWARD SMITH Hays 
Manual A rts 
W restling. 
R U TH M E Y ER Bison 
Spanish 
Senfor P lay, Delta Sigma E psilon, Parlia-
menta ry Law, Y . W . C. A. , Chorus, G irl 
Rese rve. 
J OHN E ICH MAN Palco 
Manual A rts 
" K " Club, Wrest ling, Track, Y . M·. C.A. 
E TH E L H OK E Hays 
Commerce 





WILABOUR H ARD Y I-lays 
I-I is/ory and Social Science 
Pi Ka ppa Delta , Theta Sigma Upsilon, 
Y. w. C. A. 
JUAN ITA WILLIAMS Ha ys 
Public S chool Music 
Orchestra , C horus, Y . W. C. A. , Glee C lub . 
R OBERT BRUNGARDT 
Commerce 
Y. M . C. A. 





H ome Economics Club, Y . W. C. A. 
« 
Il 
F LORENCE BODME R W aldo 
Commerce 
Sigma P hi Gamma, English C lub, W. A. A., 
Y. w . C. A. 
L AWRENCE EICH MAN Palco 
Commerce 
Commercia l Club, W restHng, Basket Ball . 
A. C. EDWA RDS 
Commerce 
Kansas Wesleyan, Commercial Club. 
R UBEN ROMEISER T imken 
Manual Arts 
K appa P h i Alpha, Basket Ba ll , Y. M. C. A. 
J OY H UTTIE 
Mathematics 
Glee Club, Y. \Y. C. A., Chorus. 
C LI FFORD M IL L E R 
H is/ory and Social Science 
Y . M . C. A., Pi Kappa Delta. 
CLARA MCCULL EN 
Kindergarten 
Y . W . C. A., Chorus. 






Sigma P hi Gamma, Theta Sigma Upsi lon, 
English Club, Parliamentary Law, Emporia 
Commerce School. 
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MARGARET RARICK Hays 
Public School Music 
Glee Club, Orchest ra, Band, Chorus. 
ALBERT TARRO Osage City 
Agriculture 
Kappa Phi Alpha, T rack , y , M. C. A. 
MARV IN BASTIN Hoxie 
Commerce 
Basket Ball , Commercia l Club, "K" Club 
Leader, Kappa Phi Alpha. 
ELMER MUTH Otis 
Biological Science 
Leader, Y . M. C. A., Assistant Printer. 
BRYON R OCERS Jennings 
Agriculture 
Football , Second Conference Football 
Capt., Kappa Phi Alpha, Commercia l C lub, 
"K" Club. 
LENORA MCCU LLOUGH Belleville 
Commerce 
Sigma Phi Gamma, P anhellenic , Xi Kappa 
Psi, W. A. A.. Commercia l C lub. 
L EONE MILLER Hays 
English 
Delta Sigma Epsi lon, Panhellenic, Leader . 
Reve ille '28, Y . W. C. A.. Sec. and Treas., 
Student Asscmbl y. 
FAOONNA WRIGHT Kinsley 
Public School Music 
Glee Club, Chorus, Senior P lay, S. A. I. 
CJ~b. 
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LUTHER MU IRHERD Dresden 
Commerce 
"K" C lub, Football, Kappa Phi Alpha, 
Y. M. C. A. 
SARA H I FLAND Ha ys 
Commerce 
Sigma Phi Gamma, Theta Sigma Upsilon , 
Chorus, Opera, Commercial Club. 
PAUL H. ANDREE Albert 
I-listory 
Glee Club, Phi Mu Alpha , Pi Kappa D elta. 
REN A R OUNER Luray 
E nglish 
Girl Reserve, English C lub, Chorus, 
Y. W. C. A. 
MARGARET CA IN Hays 
History and Social Science 
D elta Sigma Epsilon, Pi Kappa Delta; 
W. A. A. 
CARL WANASEK Waldo 
Agriculture 
Wrestling, "K" Club, Chorus, Track, 
Y MeA , Footbal l. 
W. R . MAIN Hays 
History and Social Science 
Y. M. C. A. , Chorus 
F ORREST D. BROWN Hays 
Philosophy 
Phillips Uni wrsity, Okla. , Track, Glee 
Club, Chairman Student Council, "K" Club. 
.J. J . FLECK ENSTE IN Selden. 
B. M . 
Chorus. 
JEANETTE SM ITH Oakley 
Spanish 
Life Saving Corps, Tau Upsi lon Phi. Gi rl 
Reserve, Art Lovers Club. 
EARL TRAYLOR Arnold 
A griculture 
Footba ll , " K" Club, Second Conference 
Ha lfback, Chorus, Phi Mu Alpha. 
DOYLE BROOKS Hays 
Mathematics 
Kappa Beta Tau , English C lub, Reveille 




Footba ll , Y. M . C. A. 
Paradise 
VERNA J OHNSON Core 
Elementary Education 
Gi rl Reserve, Y. W. C. A., Chorus. 
ANNA S HI PLEY Lebanon 
Kindergarten 
Chorus, Y. W. C. A. 
ALICE H EIX)ES /-fays 
Applied Art 
T a.u Upsilon Phi , Art Lovers Club, Engli sh 
Club. 
LILLI E BELLE FRAZIER Montezuma 
I-li story 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Chorus, Y. W. C. A. 
GRACE BLOOME R EES Rexford 
Commerce 
Sigma Phi Gamma, Theta Sigm'a Upsi lon, 
Commercial Club, Parliamenta ry Law. 
EMMA F URTHMEYER 
Commerce 
Y. W. C. A., Chorus. 




Y. W. C. A. , Chorus, Band, Senior P lay, 
Glee Club, Opera, Boy Scouting . 
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J UNE HARLAN WaKeeney 
Biological Science 
Girl Reserve, Y. W. C. A., Chorus. 
MRS. E. A. McFARLAND 
Kindergarten 
Senior Play, Girl Reserve, Chorus. 
I-Ia ys 
KATHLEEN COL EMAN Norton 
Public School Music 
Washburn College, Theta Sigma Upsilon, 
Chorus. 
ETH EL S H EARER /-lays 
English 
Li fe Saving Corps, Y. W. C. A., Chorus. 
L AURA PAPE 
K indergarten 
Y. W. C. A., Chorus. 
H UBERT LANDRY 
Physics 
Wrest ling, Football , Chorus, Track. 
Ellis 
Hays 
HA RLOW ANDERSON Linwood 
Agriculture 
Second Conference Tackle , Footba ll , "K" 
Club, Sigma Tau Gamma. 
E UGENE O ATES Minneapolis 
Agriculture 
Kappa Phi Alpha, Footba ll , Track, Wrest-
ling, "K" Club. 
W. S. E URER Hays 
H istory 
Pi Gamma Mu, Red R ed Rose, Chorus. 
L ELA E. COLE 
Kindergarten 
Y. W. C. A., Chorus. 
NELLI E DOoeE 
Commerce 
Commercia l Club, Chorus. 
Hays 
Hays 
BESSI E BROWN Ha ys 
Public School Music 
Orchestra, Leader Staff. 
MARY G ROVE 
Commerce 
Commercia l C lub, Y . W. C. A. 
Dor.rance 
MILDRED H ENNI NGSEN Colby 
Literature 
Y . W. C. A, W. A A. Counci l, E nglish, 
C lub, Sports. 
E L LIS EASTER Hays 
Biological Science 
Sigma Tau Gamma, Basket Ball . 
MARJORI E R E I NECK E Creal Bend 
A pplied A rt 
Art Lovers Club , Alpha Sigma Alpha, 
Revei lle '28, Olkahoma University. 
M A RI E S MITH Kingman 
Home Econom ics 
Theta Sigma Upsilon , Kappa Omicrom Phi , 
H ome Econpmics Club . 
V I V I AN SNOW Hays 
English 
W . A A. , Y . W. C. A., Opera, Chorus. 
CLEM FORD K ULP 
Biological Science 





Theca Sigma Upsilon, Nebraska Univ.ersity. 
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EDWARD CAI N Hays 
History and Social Science 
Pi Kappa Delta, Y . M. C. A., Deba te. 
TH EL MA H A LL 
Public Scholo Music 




Track ; Ka ppa Phi Alpha. 
H ERBE RT DRAKE 
AgriClilture 
Basket Ba ll ; Kappa Phi Alpha. 











Football; K C lub ; Basket Ba l! ; Kappa Phi 
Alpha. 
H AROLD P ORTENIER Golden, CO[(l. 
Mathematics 
Football; Kappa Phi Alpha; Wrestling 
Captai n ; K Club. 
Roy CAMPBELL 
General Science 







MARJ ORI E MCV ICK ER 
English 
WAYNE H OU DYSH ELL 
Agricullure 
Ha ys 









P AU L ALEXANDER 
History 
PAUL S WEETLAND 
Mathematics 

























C HARLES GISH 
Mathematics 
























LUCRETA DAV IS 
Commerce 
BOB J ANE REYNOLDS 
Physical Education 
MARJOR I E MILZ 
Public School Music 






HAROLD K IMMERER 
Agriculture 











RAY BROWN Hunter 
Agriculture 
R UTH BODMER Waldo 
English 
HELEN CHR ISTENSEN Menlo 
History and Social Science 
\VALDO WICK!ZEI~ 
Commerce 
L A WRENCE R OMEISER 
Biological Scimce 













ZELDA STANDL EY 
Mathematics 




C LYDE P U TNM.! Haven 
Biological S cience 
A LICE WEIGEL V ictoria 
Commerce 
WILMA WYLI E 
Commerce 







R OLLEN N IPPs Flagler, Colo. 
Mathematics 
F A Y G ORDAN I E R Hays 
History 
A LTA COURTNEY Collyer 
Home Economics 
LLOYD L ALA Woodston 
Commerce 
I RA G ODDA RD Hays 
B iological Science 
HELEN MALCOLM 
English 










GEORGE E ICHMAN 
Biological Science 











J ESSE J ZoNCKER Zenith 
Busines.~ Administration 








LEIGH MILLER /-Iouston 
English 
H AROLD COPELAND Ha ys 
M athemat ics 
L EONE S~HTH Copeland 
English 
GERTRUDE ANGELL Portis 
/-lome Economics 
OTTO KOBLER Penokee 
History 
NETTYE S HI PLEY Smith Cen ter 
English 
LI LLIAN COOLl3AUGH Stockton 
Public School Music 
J OSEPH I NE CUNNI NGHAM M orland 
Put-lie School Music 





Manual A rts 








H ENRY F OREMAN Houston 
Biological Science 
HILA JANSEN Bison 
History 
FAREWELL TO SENIORS 
W E REGRET that in the near future we will part from those friends of ours whose classifi-
cation is Seniors. We have spent happy days to-
gether in this institution and now we must depart 
with a fond farewell. Nevertheless you have made a 
friendship or p robably a great many friendships that 
will remain with you forever. I t is the wish of us as 
Juniors that you enjoy a happy future and that your 
accomplishments be great in any work that you at-
tempt. 




RANDALL GALLI ON 
R U TH HAAS 
FAY HATCHER 
JOHN ANDEHSON 






Ogallah BHIGHTON ARNOLD 
FLORENCE DANIELS 
WILBUR STEWART 
NANCY H ACKETT 
WAYNE STEEPLES 
GERALDINE COFFIN 




J OHN LOCKE 















L UCILLE FULLER 
MILDRED MYE:RLY 
HELEN MAYOS 
J OYCE LYON 
J OH N B UDWITH 
GENEVA WRI GHT 
R AYMOND FRYAR 
H ELENE BocK 
EDWIN COOKE 
RUTl-I, HANSEN 















VIRGIN IA SAILORS Dodge City 
P AU L C LARK Augusta 
MYRTL E H OUGHTON Ransom 
HELE N H ERRI CK Russell 
A LBERT H AWKES Hays 
R OSAMOND J AMES Deerfield 
H UGH FRUSH ER Jetmore 
SYLVIA ScH LEGEL Hays 
EARL ANSPAUGH Dorrance 
JANE SKINNER Siockton 
HARRY HARPER Plainville 
HAZEL RIDGWA Y Oberlin 
VERA PALMER 
SAIDEE HARMON 




HAZEL LUTZ Sharon Springs 
VERNON WILLIAMS Ness City 
AUDR IA J ENNINGS Lucas 
GERALD LONG WaKeeney 
ESTHER SWEETLAND Hays 
LESLIE LA ROSH Hays 
FLORENCE KELLY Barnard 
H E L EN HOLLENBECK Brewster 
VELMA GREEN Plainville 
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EVELYN WAGNER Ellinwood 
RUTH DENBO Macksville 
ALICE NEILSON Natoma 





H ERBERT KAUFMAN Pawnee Rock 
SARAH MAHONEY Bunkerhill 
VICTOR WELLS Hays 
FRANCES GRITTMAN Glasco 
ANNA DAVIS Liberal 
MARGARET MEADE Hays 
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ELEANOR CHITTENDEN Hays 
B ERNicE LEMON Prairie View 
OPAL FRANCISCO Lincoln 
ELEANOR H AW ES Gorham 
LOI S WYLIE Quinter 
FERDINAND BIEKER Schoenchen 
MABL E BYERLEY Alton 
A L V IN LOWE Argonia 
S YLVIA M ILLS Macksville 
LAWRENCE SAYLER Great Bend 
ORVETTA J AIN \'(faldo 
TAMSEL WEISE R Harlan 
R U TH MOORE S tockton 
PHYLLIS FORNEY La Crosse 
E LMER ScHLEGEL Hays 
LAURA TALBOTT Rexford 
BERTHA SCH LEGEL Hays 
FRED FRY Pawnee Rock 
E LI ZABETH L AMBE RT Sylvan Crove 
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LEO LEC LEITER La Crosse 
IMOGENE KLADY Alden 
K IM PHILLIPS Colby 
HELEN .5CHEIDEMAN M cCracken 




EVELYN \V AGNER 
ESTHER SWEETLAND 
R UBY RIDGWAY 
Ellinwood 
EVA J OHNSON 





DOROTH Y L EGLEITER La Crosse 
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NINA M ILLER Colby 
KARL SEUSER Bison 
MAM IE MORRISSETTE Cliflon 
BROOKA KNOWLES 





AGNES BUJCKLINGER • Miltonvale 
WILMA MCBURNEY 
LILLI AN BURDITT 
DOROTH Y MORRISON 
LoiS RARI CK 






DORA OWENS Hays 
VIOLA METCALF Lyons 
I REN E ADAMS Dodge City 
AGNES M CP EAK Hunter 
WARREN P ORTEN IER Golden. Colo. 
ELVA UNRUH Pawnee Rock 
M ILDRED BLICKENSTAFF Oberlin 
ALBERT Hon Tescott 
BERNICE MORRIS Barnard 
ENID BOND A rlington 
A RVILLA SMITH Portis 
GRACE ANDREE Albert 
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BESS IE RUFF jelmore 
ELLEN McKENNA Kingman 
ETH EL PRINCE Moundridge 
ADELINE CARLSON McPherson 
RUTH STEWART Harlan 
MARGARET S HOVER 
DOROTHY Dopp 
JUL IA WILDMAN 
DOROTHY K ING 
FRANCES H OFF 
GLADYS R OENNE 









FRANCES R E IFF 
BLANCH E NORTH 




C LARI SE MENKE Garden City 
GRACE H E LTZEL Glen Elder 
MABLE ARNOLD Hay,~ 
JUST A MINUTE, PLEASE - - -
BEFORE the reader turns to the freshmen sec-t ion; he is requested to please bear in mind 
that the freshmen belong to an inferior class; in-
ferior, at least, as compared to the obviously su-
perior upperclassmen. Hence this page. Were 
there not a d ividing page between the fres h-
men and upperclassmen, the youngsters might be 
led to believe t hat there exists some degree of 
equality between them. This would never do, for 
the freshmen MUST be made to fee l their place. 
The inferiority of freshmen is a part of college 
traditions all over Amer ica. Better that institu-
tions of higher learning cease to exist than that 
these traditions d ie out. We dedicate this page to 
the maintaining of tradition. 
- THE STAFF. 
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FARRAN CARTER Kansas City, Kan . 
DOROTHY BISHOF H ays 
H ARRY R OWE Bazine 
R ALPH .5 H IRLEY Lucas 
EMMA RAYMON D Holyrood 
FRANCIS LI NENBERGER Victoria 
ALMA DUPREE 
RALPH H ARPER 




W ALTER WALLERST EDT Hays 
THELMA WILSON La Crosse 
F RANK VAN D E \VATER Hays 
STANLEY CLARK 
MARJORIE McLEOD 
THOMAS HI NES 
FRANCIS TRITT 
MARGARET L UDLOW 









NELLIE DEN IO 
MAR IE Z IMMERMAN 
FLORENCE P OPE 
H YAC INTH ROTH 
NOVALINE HICKMAN 
FLOYD LEE, J R. 











MARGARET P ECK Bunkerhill 
OLIVE H OLLOWELL Plainville 
N INA H OLLOWELL Plainville 
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GALEN HOUDYSHELI~ Pawnee Rock 
VERA GRUNDME IER Fairport 
H AROLD SCHOEN FELDT Ha ys 
MAUR ICE LINDQUIST 
C LEGGETT RI DGWAY 




H ENR Y R OENNE Osborne 
R U TH B LANTON Garden City 
MAX eRA WFORD Lincoln 
ERNEST MOSE R 
MELBA SCHNEIDER 




ALICE PECK Bunkerhill 
NORINE ScHL YER 
ANN ICE ANDERSON 
Ha ys 
Slocklon 
DEANE WEEKS Macksville 
R OGER UNRUH 
JULIA TONKIN 
L OWELL Y ASME R 
W I L MA R E INHARDT 
DoNALD PHILLIPS 
J ESSIE R UFF 











PAU LINE CARDEN Garfield 
PEARL WENGER Selden 
ARDELIA W AM HOFF Holyrood 
A LI CE P ECK Bunkerhill 
Lucas RALPH DOANE 
M A RGARET BROWN Brewster 
HAROLD SCHOENFELDT Hays 
ESTH E R KOLSKY Ha ys 
LESLIE MAYHEW Plainville 
MARY SUTTON Grainfield 
ESTHER H ARDW ICK Chase 
H EI.EN DAVIS La Crosse 
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5 
FRED DELLE TT Rush Center 
ZELMA RARDIN Palco 
WESLEY H EAD Wining 
II 
H OWA RD HARDlv.AN Lenora 
R oy COOPER Dorrance 
RUSSELL SCHMITT Fairview 
MARGUERITE ROENNE Osborne 
WILLIAM WAGNER WaKeeney 
KATHRYN MARSHALL Collyer 






CLARA BOCK Goodland 
MARGARET DORTL AND 
THELMA DANIELS 




H E L EN McBEE . 
MARION COULSON 
MARY MARTHA McNINCH 

















GLADYS H OUGH TON 
MERL E GENTRY 
VERA D UEP REE 
GILBERT LAN DRY 
JEWELL R OYSE 
JESSE F RANKLIN 
LILLIAN GLASS 
ETHEL THUROW 














OPAL T OURTOLLOT Ha ys 
L OW ELL Y ASME R Arnold 
MARJORI E WALKER Brownell 
LAMONT S M 1 TH 
MARI E WAGG 




KENNETH ATWOOD La Crosse 
OLIVE DALRYMPLE Bennington 
BERNARD BI EGE R Kinsley 
H OWARD BEETH Garfield 
MARIE WRIGHT Quinter 
GI LMAN BISHOP Oronoque 
D ORIS TRUMBLE 
BLA NCH E GREGORY 




B EU LAH STRADEL \'(IaKeeny 
JESS SCH MITT 
E LI ZABETH Y OUNG 
Fairview 
Oakley 
TED UN RUH Pawnee Rock 
ICI E B EOUGHER Grinnell 
GEORGE SVATOS Pawnee Rock 
ELSI E \VHEAT La Crosse 
ELIZA ROENNE Osborne 
ETH E L M cNEA L Paradise 
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LORENE DANCER 
I RENE McNA LL 
ESTA MOSIER 







ELIZABETH EARLY Hays 






IONA Z ERKLE 






CHARLES S HEARER 
AWYN GAMBER 




MAURICE STOCK Strasburg 
VIV IAN REEVES \'(IaKeeny 
DONALD WILLIAMS Luray 
I 
22 .JT 
MAR ION PFISTER Pawnee Rock 
H ENRY ESAU 
MARVEL T OWNS 
D ORI S DISNEY 
DONALD DOANE 






Granada L OLA PERSON ETTE 




GLADY S SPAN IOL Dodge City 
FRANK LI NDNE R Luray 
J<.RYST INE DRYDEN Stockton 
DoYLE L EATHERBURY La Crosse 
DOROTHY MORAN N ekoma 
FRANC IS BISHOP Oronoque 
KATHER INE RHOA DES WaKeeney 
MABLE R U FF junction City 






MYRTLE SM IEDLE Y Gretna 
HARRI ET BABCOCK 




E LVA CLYNE 
GARFIELD SCHMIDT 
D O.LORES ROMEISER 











S HI RLEY CRI SSMAN Russell 
R OSTINE H OCU E Almena 
DORIS WOODRING Goodland 
MILDRED BARHAM Prairie View 
DORSEY BROWN Hoisington 
R U TH ADAMS A rnold 
~---.r-~ 
191 RI V I ILLE 
• 
H ILLAND S T EWART Palco 
P HI LLIP WASHBURN Hays 
D URWARD ANTENEN Bazine 
EDINA LAN DRUM \\7amego 
EFFIE MAE MCWILLI AMS Quinter 
~ 
MYR!\'A TO~lL1NSON Garfield 
EDITH LOFLI N Ogallah 
MATTYE DEANE Agra 
C L ARA H ENNI NG Belpre 
\VILLI AM S TEWART Weskan 
LEORA J OHANSEN \'(Iilson 
SCOTT WYLIE Quinter 
ANl"E BOHLING M eade 
ORV ILLE F URTHMYE R Gorham 
E I LEEN NORTH UP 
ETHELYNE R ADIEL 







Top rOW-BASTIN, R OB INSON, M CVEY, KLEWENO, H OU DYSHELL, LORBEER, CA RTER 
Second row-H. ANDERSON, LoWRY, C. BROWN, M c FARLAN D , BOLLI NGER, WANASEK, N I PPs 
Third r ow-P o RTENIER , GlSH, TRAYLOR, J ACK SON, M AYH EW, COPE L AND 
Bottom row-A. ANDERSON, EICH MAN , L E WI S, F. BROWN, R OTHE, R OGERS 
7" = 
SCORES OF THE SEASON 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C . ..... . . . ... . . 
K S. T. C ..... .. ....... . 
K S. T. C .. .. . . .... . . . . . 
K S. T. C. ... . . . .. . .. . . . 
K S. T . C. 
FOOTBALL 
o Emporia Teachers . 
7 Kansas Aggies . . . . . . . . 
o Southwestern ...... . 
7 Wichita U. . .. . ...... . 
o C.ofE .... . ..... . 
6 Washburn ..... . . .. .. . 
6 Pittsburg T eachers. 
BASKET BALL 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
K S. T. C. 
KST.C . 
K S. T. C. 
0 • • • •• . . 
· . . . . . . . . .... 
.. . .. . . 
· . .. . .. . 
· . · . . . . . . . . . 
· . · . .. . .. . .. . 
· . .. . .. .. . . . . 
· . , ... .. . . . .. 
· . · . . . . . . . . . . . 
· . .. . .. . ...... 
· . . . .. . . . 
· . .. . .. . .. . .. . 
K S. T. C .............. . 
25 Wichita U. .. .... 
27 Pittsburg T eachers . 
20 Emporia T eachers .. . .. ... 
25 Southwestern . . ... . . .. .. . 
20 Emporia Teachers. .. . . . .. 
40 C. of E . . .. .. . .. . . 
19 Washburn . . . .. . . ... . . 
26 C. of E. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
15 Wichita U .. .. . ... .. ....... 
24 Southwestern . 
24 P ittsburg . . . . . . . . . . . . 





Pittsburg Teachers ..... . .. . 
C. of E ................. . 



























W M. D. WE ID LEI ,Athletic Director and Head Foot-ball Coach, is a product of K. U. where he won great 
fame as an athlete. His record includes 3 K's in football 
besides being selected as Captain of the all-Missouri Valley 
Football Team. 
Bill has had good success in football since coming to 
K. s. T. C. and has made the name Tigers one to be feared in 
the Conference. Under his strategic guidance the Tigers 
showed a punch and drive that more than lived up to ex-
pectance. BiIrs determ ination and ability are unquestioned 
and we a re a ll pulling for him to have a winner next fa ll. 
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Assistant Football Coach 
" Cl M ITTY" has unusual abili ty as a coach and has shown 
o it in coaching a team that, although ranking about 
half way down in the conference, was feared the most of 
any team in the conference because they always played 
clean, stra ight, fast basket ball. 
"Andy" was added to the coaching staff the last year 
and a great deal of the Tigers' success the last season was due 
to his services . His great career as an all Missouri Valley 
end enabled him to coach the Tiger wingmen in a way that 
was admired by spectators and opponents. 
CA PTA IN BYRON R <X>ERS CAPT.-ELECT J OE MAHONEY 
1928 Football Squad 
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REVIEW OF SEASON 
OUR record in the Conference is won 3, lost 2 and tied I. With the opening of the 1928 football season, Weidlein was 
confronted with the problem of building up a team around six lettermen. 
Twel ve lettermen were lost to the Tigers last spring through gradua-
tion. Earl y season dopesters picked the Tigers to hold down the cellar 
position. But my r what funny notions these dopesters get. 
The Tigers got off to a bad start, losing to the Hornets 34 to O. 
The Hornets, however, had practically the same team that tied for 
Conference championship last year. The next week, however, the 
Tigers found themselves. They outplayed the Kansas Aggies in all 
departments of the game, except fumbles. The Aggies won 21 to 7; 
all of their counters were the result of Tiger fumbles. 
On October 26 the Tigers fought the Moundbuilders to a tie at 
Winfield. This was a good omen, however, as the Moundbuilders had 
tied the Hornets the week before. 
On November 3 the Wheatshockers invaded the Tiger camp. 
Before coming they had spoken of the Western Tiger eleven as a March 
breeze. My, how that breeze does blow sometimes. The Tigers won 
7 to O. 
On November 9 the Tigers journeyed to Emporia where they lost 
to Selves-beg your pardon- to C. of E. 33-0. The Presbyterians later 
won the championship. 
On November 16 the Tigers trounced the Ichabods 6-2 on a muddy 
field. Could the Tigers have had dry footing-oh well, what's the use 1 
On November 24 the T igers played the Gorillas at Pittsburg where 
they won 6 to 0, in a hard-fought battle. 
Not such a bad season after all. Though we lost to the two Emporia 
schools, the other teams in the Conference did likewise. We tied 
Southwestern and defeated Wichita u., Pittsburg Teachers, and Wash-
burn. Well done Tigers, and may you repeat next year. 
CAPTAI N BYRON ROCERS 
Senior Jennings 
Guard 
Weight 165 Ibs. 
Byron is the type of Capta in the Tigers 
are proud to have and one that they will miss 
badly. H e put his whol e heart and sou l into 
the game and his fighting spirit helped to put 
the Tigers in the win column. He was placed 
on the second a ll-State team as Captain and 
guard . 
CAPTA IN-ELECT J OE MAHONEY 
Junior Bunkerhill 
Guard 
Weight 210 Ibs. 
Joe is one of t hose "good b ig men. " The 
fact t hat he was chosen to lead the team next 
year shows his worth to the tea m. When J oe 
gets his Irish up it 's just too bad for the 
opponents' line. Watch Joe carryon the old 
fight next year. 
Driving, plunging, and 
fight ing a ll the t ime was 
the record of the Tigers in 
all of their games this year. 
The Emporia Teachers 
game, although a defeat, 
was an eye-opener to Hays 
football fans and created 
an interest in the team that 






Weight 170 lbs. 
Arnold 
"Chiney" was the Tigers' "lone scoring 
ace. They d idn't make 'em too tough or 
too big for him. When you heard a thump 
and saw the pigskin on the other side of the 
goal line, i t was usually "Chiney" who was 
holding it. We'l l miss you, "Chincy," when 




Weight 165 Ibs. 
Linwood 
"Andy" was a fighter from start to 
finish. When about 15 men were seen to gi ve 
a sudden heave and sprawl in all direct ions, 
the fellow who came out and wiped his nose 
and went in for more was "Andy." He 
played a fast game at tackle and when a hole 
was required, he made it. We're sorry to 
lose you, "Andy." 
Junior 
CHARLES G ISH 
Quarterback 
Weight 152 lbs. 
Placo 
Charlie was ;vhat you would call a foot-
ball streak. He ran the team well as quarter-
back, and showed that though lacking in 
size below the shoulders he had plenty size 






J U LI US BAHL 
Quarterback 
Weight 170 Ibs. 
Hays 
"Bally" ran the team well and also did 
his share of ground gaining. H e had the 
misfortune to break his ankle in the Wichita 
game and was out for the remainder of the 
season. The best of luck to you next year, 
"Bally." 
HOMER D UMM 
Hoisington 
End 
Weight 190 Ibs, 
He may be Dumm, but how he can play 
football! H e is a player that will not be 
easily forgotten either by his teammates or 
by his opponents. We are sorry to lose him. 
Wichita, Washburn, 
and Emporia T eachers met 
the Tigers on Lewis Field. 
Wichita and Washburn 
both met defeat. Likewise 
C. of E., Southwestern, and 
Pittsburgh Teachers when 
they meet the T igers here 
next fa ll. If there is one 
place the Tigers fight it 's 
on their home field. 
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WARREN PORTENI ER 
Sophomore Golden, Colo, 
Tackle 
Weight 195 Ibs, 
With "Port" on one side of the line and 
"Andy" on the other-what a fighting pair of 
tackles, The hole that "Port" left for his 
plunging backs reminded one of the destruc-
t ion, a "Big Bertha" made during the warj 
Yes ! " Port" you may play on our footba\ 
team next year. 
L UTHER MUIRH EAD 
Senior Dresden 
H alfback 
Weight 182 Ibs, 
Luther was a good ground gainer, He 
hugged the old oval to him and ran like a 
scared rabbit, He coul d snag forward passes 
both his own and his opponents, He wi ll be 




Weight 198 Ibs, 
Kipp 
Carter was our triple threat man and no 
matter whether he kicked, passed, or ran 
with the ball, it was for good gains, He has 
the "Ole' T iger F ight," He is quiet, but 
these quiet guys are the most dangerous-
aren't they? 
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EUGENE OAT 8S 
Senior . Minneapolis 
End 
Weight 175 lbs. 
Oates played a whale of a game 
at end . He was a hard fighter, and 
always consistent. Whoever wrote 
"He Comes Up Smiling," he cer-
tainly meant Gene. 
ROLLEN NIPPs 
J unior Phillipsburg 
Fullback 
Weight 170 lbs. 
T hough kept out by injuries part 
of the season, he soon made up fQr 
lost time. 
I 
JOHNNY LORBEE R 
Senior W'ebster 
End 
Weight 170 lbs. 
J ohnny had bad luck most of the 
season, having a bad leg. He is the 
last of the Lorbeers. May success be 
yours elsewhere as it has been here 
at K S. T. C. 
JESS SCH MIDT 
Freshman Fairview 
Center 
Weight 192 lbs. 
Does he like footba ll ? Yes, he 
would feel perfectl y at ease in a 
football su it at a banquet. 
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JOHN E ICHMAN 
Sen ior Bogue 
End· 
Weight 165 Ibs . 
A hard worker who likes to see the 




Weight 147 Ibs. 




CARL W ANASEK 
Senior U1aldo 
End 
Weight 145 Ibs. 
"All men are created equal.·· He 





Weight 178 Ibs. 
"Mac" had good qualit ies and a 
good nature, coupled with a liking 
for footbal l. 
THEODORE ROTH E 
Junior 
Half back ' 
Weight 160 I bs. 
Bison 
Rothe can be counted on to do his 
share. He is a scrappy little Tiger 
who has a mean growl. 
J UI)I I OR LEWIS 
Sophomore Hays 
Tackle 
Weight 168 I bs. 
One of those tall , lean, lanky, 
drawn-out fellows, but he knows how 
to play football . 
Senior 
C LAY BROWN 
Paradise 
Tackle 
Weight 200 Ibs. 
He likes footba ll and worked hard 
and earnestly to wi n his letter. 
SAM U EL ROBINSON 
Junior Lucas 
Halfback 
Weight 170 Ibs. 
A sincere worker who worked hard 
for old K. S. T. c.; a good-natured 




CAPTA IN MARV IN BAST IN 
Guard 
Senior Hoxie 
"Spiv", as Marvin was generally 
called, capped his collegiate career 
by leading the Tigers to fourth place 
in the Winfield tournament and be-
ing chosen as captain of the all-
tournament team. His abi li ty to 
lead the team is excellent and his 
absence will be greatly felt next 
year. 
WAYNE H OUD YSHELL 
Forward 
Junior Pawnee Rock 
··Houdi· is commonl y cal led the 
silent player of the Tigers. H is un-
usual smoothness and self-control on 
the court makes him one of the Tigers 
to be feared by opponents. 





Probably the position that gives 
most service to the team is center 
and Paul filled the position with 
great success. Injuries kept him from 
making the all-conference tea m. 
J ULI US BAHL 
Guard 
Junior Hays 
"Bally" is a good ba ll player and 
we are looking fo r a real player in 





"Jack" is one of the best forwards 
that ever played for K. S. T. C. and 
his ability to connect with the basket 
makes him a T iger pride. 
FARRAN CARTER 
Guard 
Freshman Kansas City 
Farran played his first year at 
guard and a true Tiger he proved to 
be. He lookes like another Marvin 
Bastin. 
J OE MAH ONEY 
Guard 
j un ior Bunker Hill 
"joe" has a keen eye (or the 
basket and is a good all-around 
athlete. 
Senior 
C H ARL ES G I SH 
Forward 
Palco 
"Charl ie" is another figh t ing T iger 
and always right t here to do his 
part in the game. 
DON P H ILLIPS 
Forward 
Freshman Colby 
In "Donny" the Tigers fou nd a 
true team-mate, al ways ready to pass 
and always good for at least five 
points. 
J ONN IE L ORBEER 
Forward 
Senior Webster 
j onnie played but t wo games, but 
in t hose he proved his ability as 





CAPTA IN FORREST BROWN 
Broad jump 
? r 
F LOYD C ARTER 
Discus 
Sen ior Hays Jun ior K ipp 
TRACK 
T RACK at K. S. T. C. has a remarkable record . [t is probably the most victorious sport on the campus as very 
seldom has t he team been defeated. . 
Captain Forrest Brown holds down t he berth as broad-
jumper very well and has a good record. 
F loyd Ca rter is an outstand ing d iscus thrower and equall y 
as good in the shot put and javelin-throwing. 
Glen Lowry is probably t he fastest T iger t his year 's team 
has and in him we expect victory in the 100 and nO-yard dashes. 
Arnold Anderson has endurance and speed and these can 
win any mile race. 
E ugene Oates has set the record in the q uarter-mile and 
gets faster every year. 
H arry Kleweno in the T iger's "up and over the bars at about 
12 or !3 feet ." He is equally as good at t he javelin. 
Besides these stars t he Tiger t rack team is composed of 
some of the finest material to be found anywhere and we're mighty 
















Sen ior Bison 
WHAT PEP IS 
Vigor, vitality, vim, and punch-
That's Pep. 
The courage to act on a sudden hunch, 
That's Pep. 
The nerve to tackle the hardest thing, 
With feet that climb and hands that cling, 
And a heart that never forgets to sing-
That's Pep. 
Sand and grit in a concrete base-
That's Pep. 
Friendly smile on an honest face-
That's Pep. 
The spirit that helps when another's down , 
That knows how to scatter the darkest frown, 
That loves its neighbor and loves its town-
That's Pep. 
To say "I will ," for you know you can-
That's Pep. 
To look for the best in every man-
That's Pep. 
To meet each thundering knockout blow, 
And come back with a laugh, because you know 
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CAPTAIN HAROLD PORTENIER 
Heavyweight 
CAPT.-ELECT HAROLD ·COPELA ND 
125 Lbs . 
Senior Golden, Colo. Junior Hays 
WRESTLING 
19 29 Tournament Co-Champions 
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H UBE RT LANDRY 
145 1bs. 
B ERNARD MARTI N 
1651bs. 
E D S MITH 
158 1bs. 
Senior Hays Sophomore Beeler Senior 
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WRESTLING 
T H E Wrestling sport has won into the hearts of Hays fans through the many victories and honors that have been 
shared by the wrest lers in the last three years. 
[n Capta in Harold Portenier, K. S. T . c., had one · of the 
best wrestlers that was to be found anywhere. In the heavy-
weight division he was usually victorious and in the light-
heavy he was always victorious. A blue r ibbon was his award 
at the State Tournament. 
Capta in-elect Harold Copeland has another year to serve 
as a collegiate wrestler . H e holds the 115-lb. Kansas Champion-
ship for the past three seasons and took second at the State 
Tournament in the 125-l b. division. 
Hubert Landry made his firs t letter by hold ing down the 
145-l b. class. He proved championship abil ity and was awarded 
a first at the Tournament . 
Ed. Smith also a one-year man did exceptionall y good work 
in the I 58-lb. class and likewise carried off a fi rst at the Tourna-
ment. 
Bernard M artin, sophomore, and t wo-letter man, fee ls per-
fectl y at ease in a wrestling outfit and has suffered only one 
defea t in his division . H e carried off second place in the 
Tournament. 
Other except ional wrestlers who helped to take the team 
through to victory are E ugene Oates, one-letter man; John Eich-
man, two-letter man ; Harold Pi xley, one-letter man; and Doyle 
Leatherbury, one-letter man. 
Hays 
BOLLI NGER M c FARLAND WI CKIZER 
TENNIS 
T EN IS is a coming sport on the campus and is receiving a great deal of attention. Last year the team had a good 
record and this year much more is expected of them. 
Walter Bollinger, star single player, has a sk ill at swinging 
the racket that usually conquers his opponents. 
Waldo Wickizer is equa ll y as good in the doubles and is 
a veteran at the sport . 
Gene McFarland, Sam Robinson and others are showing 
prospects for a running mate to Wickizer. 
The team will probably have several dual meets this spring 
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M ISS ELIZABETH GRAYBEAL MISS I RENE CONNORAN 
W OMEN 'S ATHLETICS 
Major I-Ieads 
NIELSEN, BRADSHAW, M c LEOD, L EGLE ITER, CHITTENDEN, N. H OLLOWELL, PIVON KA 
B ROWN , GREEN, L. WYLI E, TOM LI NSON 
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w. A. A. 
T H E purpose of the Women's Athl etic Association create a love for sports and ideal sportsmansh ip. is to 
The Women's Athletic Association is a growing concern 
and has truly an important place among women's activit ies 
on t his campus. 
First row-PIvONKA , M CV ICKER, NORTH , H OCH, SPILK E R, H OLLOWELL, R . BoDMER , G REEN 
Second rOI~ T OMLINSON, RARDIN, DANCER , BARNES, FRUSHER , LEC LE ITER . R . RIDGWAY, N IEL-
SEN, M . BROWN 
Third row-CA IN , Hon , BLICKENSTAFF. C. H OUGHTON, H ENNINGSEN, C ROSS, MILLER, Mc-
C ULLOUGH, E. BROWN 
Fourth r ow-SWEETL AND, N E FF, W. HILL, MAHONEY, DAV IS, H OKE, KADE L, UNRU H, WALDEN 
Fifth row-M, B URDITT, WYLIE, F. B ODM E R, M. H OUG HTON, TOWNS, BURDITT, WORCESTE R, H. 
RI DGWAY 
Pagt /OJ 
W. A. A. 
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IF ON this page you do not 
hnd that which you're 
looking for, just turn the 
sheet and look behind and 
you will find some more. 
PaIr: /Of 
".Ah, now soft blushes tinge her 
cheeks 
.And mantle 0' er her neck of mow; 
.Ah, now she murmers, now she 
speaks 
What most I wish--and fear to 
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II. School starts with a bang. Few 
old students back, but there are a lot of 
good-looking new ones. An unusual 
phenomena occurs; no assembly tickets or 
catalogues are sold to Freshman. 
12. Football squads swing into 
practice and everything points to a suc-
cessful season. 
14. All-school mixer. Upper class-
men have an unusual desire to get ac-
quainted with Freshman girls. Freshman 
boys who attempt dates receive the bless-
(j<J ings of the paddling line. 
15. Coach Schmidt returns and brings with him the party of the second 
part, Mrs. Schmidt. 
21. Assembly seats are assigned. Dean Lee advises to cut just as many 
assemblies as you can. All churches give socials for students. 
24. Byron Rogers appointed captain of 1928 Tiger football team. Sorori-
ties and fraternities hold pledge services for new pledges. 
25. Faculty men use gym from 7 :45 to 9 :00 to catch up on their daily 
dozen. 





I. Scenes of western frontier appear. One of college buffalo escapes 
from the pasture and grazes leisurely on the campus lawn. 
3. Students hold big pep meeting at assembly. J ack Brockel expla ins 
the why and wherefore of the peculiar decoration on his face. 
5. Mrs. Weatherly tells of her tr ip to Europe during assembly period. 
6. Emporia Teach-
ers defeat H ays in first con-
ference game of the season. 
S. New pol it ica l 
party by the name of 
Tuscaroras is found to be 
operating on the campus. 
10. T wo new pep 
clubs organized on cam-
pus. 
12. Faculty men en-
tertain their wives at a 
picnic supper. The party 
must have been a great 
success since there was no 
serious illness reported . 
13. T i g e r eleven 
shows the Kansas Aggies 
some of the fine poin ts of 
foctball. 
17. F lunk list sent 
to office of Registrar. 
Freshmen seem a bit 
worried. 
19. Lowry and Copeland chosen cheer leaders. Brockel elected chairman 
of student assembly. 
20. Hays Reserves win easy game over McCook. 
22. Freshman caps and arm bands appear on campus . Sophomores 
watch carefully for the poor Freshman who forgets. 
24. Twelve-piece Pep Band is formed. 
27. Hays-Southwestern game ends nothing to nothing in fa vor of the 
Tigers. 
29. Central Conference Press Assoc iation formed. Bob Roberts attends 
meeting at Wichita. 
3 I. Geo. Sternberg is seen working with some other prehistoric animals. 
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NOVEMBER 
1. Dads day. Tigers play Wichita 
U. and beat them. Banquet is held at 
Cody Commons and everybody has a big 
time. 
7. First class meetings of year are 
held. Candidates are chosen for popu-
larity contest. 
8. K. S. T. A. meets at Hays. Lots 
of good-looking teachers arrive and college 
boys are kept busy. 
9. T igers defeated by C. of E. Varsity dance is held at Women's building. 
Visit ing teachers have a big time while the co-eds become wall flowers. 
10. Hays Reserves wa llop McCook. Freshmen are properly paddled 
for not wearing caps . 
13. Mrs. Weatherly gives talk at auditorium for benefit of Y. W. C. A. 
16. Wild Tiger chases Ichabod Crane all over stage during assembly 
period. In afternoon Tigers beat Ichabods in a muddy game. 
J 7. Paul Whiteman's orchestra give concert in afternoon and evening. 
Pres. Lewis doesn't like the syncopation and characterizes the orchestra as so 
many tin cans. 
19. Prexy advises students not to let books interfere with their ~ollege 
education. 
21. Big pep meeting is held to arouse spirit for Pittsburg game. Fresh-
men are called out of picture show and paddled. 
23 . Hays Tigers beat Pittsburg Gorillas 6 to O. Freshmen girls receive 
some extra paint during assembl y period for not wearing arm bands. 
26. Students are taken through the new Science Hall. 
27. Joe Mahoney appointed captain of 1929 footba ll team. 
28. "Dutch" Lorbeer goes to State Teachers College at Peru , Neb., to 
become head basket ball coach. 




3. Board of R egents visits t he col-
lege. School is not in session so they do 
not declare a holiday to celebra te their 
arrival. 
6. Tri Sigs and Sigma Taus give 
play at college auditorium . It ends all 
O. K. , and everybody lives happil y for-
ever after. 
7. T welve letters were awarded the 
all-star hockey team in assembly. Sopho-
mores win the hockey tournament. Delta 
Sigs give an /ce Carnival at Women's 
build ing. 
8. Alpha Sigs give Christmas party 
at Women 's building. 
10. Debate tryouts held . Andree, Cain, McFarl and and Miller chosen 
as members of two teams. 
12. Eugene McFarland goes to Columbia, Mo., as delegate from Hays 
to K. S. F. A. convention . 
13. Winners of Reveille popularity contest are announced. 
14. Kappa Betas entertain with an informal dance at Women's building. 
15. H ell-week is in progress at the Phi M u house. This expla ins the 
howling that has been heard around the dormitories and sororities the past few 
evenings. 
19, T iger basket ball team defeats Peru, Neb. , team in first game of 
season . Freshmen have a wild scramble for shoes during the half. 
20. Tigers again defeat the Peru team. Everything looks favorable for 
a real basket ball team. 
2!. Student-body presents faculty with a few Christmas gifts during 
assembly. Prexy is given a picture of Paul Whiteman while "Bud" Lee has 




2. Christmas is a success. Numerous 
"rocks" appear on the fingers of some of the 
co-eds who possess that characteristic known 
as " I t." 
4. Theta Sigs throw a big party at 
Women's building. 
5. Kappa Phis have a tacky party 
and revive the spirit of the old barn dance. 
II. McFarland gives report of N. S. 
F. A. convention during assembly hour. 
12. Sigma Taus give an informal 
dance at Women's building. 
14. Dean Lee gives an unusually in ter-
esting talk in assembly on the requirements 
for certificates and degrees. Note: Same 
'speech will be repeated by one of the Seniors 
on last day of school. 
17. Hell-week start for Sigma Tau pledges. Pledges seem to enjoy walk-
ing in the gutters along the streets. 
18. Girls at Custer Hall have a slumber party ; however, nobody goes 
to sleep during the whole night. Wichita defeats Tigers by a one-point margin. 
21. Gorillas are downed by the Tigers 27-24 in a close battle. 
23. Various organizations on the campus form basket ball teams for 
an intramural contest. 
25. Tigers beat Emporia first half of game, but game ends in favor of 
opponents . 
26. Get-acquainted mixer is held at the Coliseum. I t looks as though 
some of the acquaintances were becoming permanent. 
27. Men's Glee Club leaves on 
annual tour. College boys grasp the 
opportunity to get a few dates during 
their absence. 
29. Tigers defeated by South-
western in a fast game. 
30. List of students who received 
honor grades during last semester is 
published. Flunk list wi ll not be 
published because of the lack of space 
in the Ledger. 
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FEBRUARY 
4. Some of t he students 




W. A. A. initiation 
All the milk bottles 
were returned to their own-
ers. 
8. Debate team is de-
feated by Pittsburg Teach-
ers. Tigers win from C. of E. 
at Emporia . 
9. Washburn defeats 
Ha ys in a fast game. 
12. Ann iversary day is 
postponed indefinitely. Stu-
dents are busy enterta ining 
the mumps. 
13. Forrest Brown, new cha irman of student assembl y, struts his stuff 
by asking eit~er Pres. Lewis or Dean Lee to give us a health talk at the close 
of assembly. 
14. C. of E. defeats Hays Tigers by one point. Gori lla grapplers over-
power T iger matmen at Pittsburg. 
16. Men's Glee Club give 
concert at the aud itorium . I twas 
a success. 
17. Student Council passes 
a resolution whereby all students 
who are caught park ing on the 
campus lawn will be declared a 
public nuisance. 
22, H ays Tigers win wrest-
ling match from Emporia Teach-
ers, Kappa Beta T aus celebrate 
their first anniversary with a big 
dance. 
23 . Tiger basket ball team 
defeat Gori ll as at Pittsburg. 
25, After assembl y a confer-
ence was held ' for all students who 
intend to teach in schools next 
year. If it wasn't for Dean Lees 
oratory the conference wou ld have 
been a fa il ure, 
27, Several fair co-eds are 
pushed off the sidewalk onto the 
lawn, and consequently are de-
clared a public nuisance. 
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MA RCH 
I. Roll en N ipps invents his fa mous trap to keep rabbits from drain of 
swimming pool. 
5. Tiger grapplers tie for first place with Pittsburg in Central Conference 
Wrestling Tournament. 
6. T iger basket ball team defeats Central College, champions of Mis-
souri Conference, at Winfie ld tournament . 
7. Hays Tigers aga in defeat Washburn basketeers in H ays, second game 
at Tournament . Bastin is chosen captain of fi rst a ll -tournament team. 
5. Wayne H : "Let's play College?" 
our sofa." 
8. Senior Class give play. 
Bill Teague has an awful t ime 
with his money and love affairs. 
14. F reshman girls win 
the interclass B. B. tournament. 
I 5. District basket ball 
tournament begins. 
17. Religious week starts. 
"Dad" E lliott is main speaker. 
22. Debate tournament is 
held. 
29. Easter vacation starts. 
APRIL 
2. Picnics are now in 
order. 
Virgini a S.: "All right. I'll get 
9. Federation of Women's Cl ubs meets a t H ays. 
12. Arbor Day. Program is held in assembly and some trees will be 
ed unless we miss our guess. 
plant-
15. D ebate with Southwestern. 
19. Girls' Efficiency meet is held . 
26. J unior class play. 
Coll ege boys lose their efficiency . 
29. Beginning of Music Festival Week. 
MAY 
I. High school girls keep the campus a ll-a-Autter with their beautiful 
but -- expressions. 
15. Senior class work come to a sudden stop. T hey use the rest of the 
week preparing themselves to go through with the commencement exercises. 
16. Exams, exams, everywhere and not a d rop to d rink. 
19. Baccalaureate address. 
20. Senior cl ass day. H ere is when the Prof's catch it. 
23 . Commencement exer-
cises. 
24. And this is the end . 
All these events lapse into the 
realm of memories. To the 
Seniors we bid a fond farewell. 
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JOKES 
Prof. : "How much does a six-pound shell weigh?" 
Freshman: " I don't know," 
Prof.' "Well, what time does the twelve o'clock train leave ?" 
F reshman : " Twelve o'clock," 
Prof.: "Then what is the weight of the six-pound shell ," 
Freshman: "Twelve pounds," 
Margaret Rarick: (posing for photograph) "Pardon me, What will 
they come to ," 
Ekey: "Sixty-five dollars a dozen, Now look pleasant please," 
Vera G. "Well, how d id you find the orchestra , " 
Potsy: "Paul Whitman stepped aside and there it was," 
Fadonna Wright: "Do you think I'll ever be able to do anything with 
my voice?" 
Prof. Malloy: "Well , it might come in handy in case of a shipwreck." 
Jim Rouse: "Say, look here, you ain't getting as much milk from them 
cows as you have been ." 
Byron Rogers: "Nope, sorter lost my pull. " 
Marie Pivonka: "I want something to wear around the dormitory," 
Sales Girl: "How large is your dormitory," 
Anne: "But aren't you going to kiss me?" 
Earl Dragoo : "Yes, " 
Anne: "But why are you taking your shoes off?" 
Earl D.: "Honey, by the time I get through my feet are going to have 
grown so much these shoes would give me bunions," 
Smitty: "And how is J ackson getting along in your classes?" 
Prof. Gates: "Oh! H e's stumbling along as usual." 
Father J acka: "My son, what do you expect to be when you get out of 
College ?" 
Kenneth J: "An old man, father." 
Mother: "I reckon, daughter, that Samuel's watch must be fast." 
Leone M. "What makes you think so, mother ?" 
Mother: "Why, last night when you were seeing him out the door, 
I heard him say, 'Just one', and it wasn't much past twelve o'clock," 
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"WHILE there tnay be those 
of high intelligence who 
violate the law at titnes, the bar-
barian and the defective always 
violate it. Those who disregard 
the rules of society are not exhibit-
ing a superior intel1igence. are not 
protnoting freedotn and independ-
ence, are not following the path of 
civilization, but are displaying the 
trait of ignorance, of servitude, of 
savagery, and are treading the way 
that leads to the jungle." 
- Calvin Coolidge. 
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Established at New England 
Conservatory 
1898 
Alpha Chi Chapter at Hays, 
May 10, 1926 
PAUL ANDREE, Albert 
LEO LECLEITE R , La Crosse 
PAUL FONTAINE, Ha ys 
BRIGHTON AR,NOLD, Ogallah 
WAL DO WICKIZER, Hays 
PHI MU ALPHA 
MEMBERS 
V. A. CHR ISTY, Hays 
L EO EDGINGTON, McCracken 
ELMER SCHLEGEL, Hays 
LYMAN EELLS, Ames, Iowa 
Colors 
Red , Black, and Gold 
Publ ical ion 
Sin fonian 
RAYMOND FRYAR , Burrton 
H ENRY EDWARD MALLOY , Hays 
H AROLD COPELAN D, Hays 
KIM P HILLIPS, Colby 
EARL T RA YLOR , Arnold 
LECLEITER, FONTAINE, ARNOLD, \ V ICK IZER, C HRI STY 
MALLOY, TR/</ YLOR, COPELAND, P H ILLIPS, EDGINGTON 
EELLS, FRYAR, ANDREE, ScHLEGEL 
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SIGMA TAU GAMMA 
Founded at Warrensburg 
Mo. , June, 1920 
Eta Chapter at Hays 
J anuary, 1926 
ELLI S EASTER, Hays 
WAYNE S TEEPLES, Palco 
STANLEY CLARKE, P enokee 
ScOT T WYLIE, Quinter 
I RA GODDARD, Hays 
HEN RY FOREMAN, Hanston 
J UN IOR L EW IS, Hays 
CHARLES EADS, Quinter 
LESLIE L ARoSH , Ha ys 
MEMBERS 
Colors 
Purple and White 
Flower 
White R ose 
Publication 
Saga 
ROLL EN N IPPS, Flagler, Colo. FLOYD CARTER, Ki pp 
KENNETH JACKA, Arnold FRANK SANDERS, J ewell 
MAURICE L INDQU IST, La Crosse ARNOLD ANDERSON, Oberlin 
PHILIP WASHBU RN, Hays H ER B E RT CH ITTENDEN, Hays 
V ICTOR WELLS, Hays H ARLOW ANDE RSON, Linwood 
DALE KELLY, Phillipsburg FLOYD L EE, Hays 
CLYDE SMITH, Bison CLEMFORD K ULP, Ogallah 
Roy COOPER, Dorrance H AROLD S HOEN F ELDT, Hays 
OTTO K OBLER , Penokee D OYLE L EATH ERBURY, La Crosse 
EASTER, STEE PL ES, CLAR KE , WYLIE, GODDARD, N IPPS, CARTER, JACKA, SANDERS 
1-1 , ANDERSON, LEE, KULP, S HOEN F ELDT, L EATHERBURY, COOPER, KOBLER, EADS, LA R OSH 
F OREMAN, LEW IS, L INDQU IST, WASHBURN, WELLS, KELLY, A , ANDERSON, C H1TTFNDEN, SMITH 
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KAPPA PHI ALPHA 
Organized 
1923 
MARVIN BASTIN, Hoxie 
BYRON ROGEI~S, J ennings 
CHARLEY GISI-!, Palco 
LUTH ER M U IRHEAD, Dresden 
) OE MAHONEY, Bunkernifl 
AUBREY R OBERTS, Hemdcn 
J ONNIE LORBEER, Web,~ler 
TOMMY HI NES , Hoxie 
PAUL CLARK, Aclgllsla 
H . PORTEN I ER, Golden , Colo 
GERALD YOUNG, Oakley 
MEMBERS 
J AMES NORTON, Canker City 
W. H OUDYSH E LL, Paunce Rock 
F. CARTER, Kansas City, Kan. 
FAY GORDANIER, Randall 
Roy H EN RY, O,~bornc 
LEO R OCERS, J ennings 
H ARRY I< I. EWENO, Bison 
RE UBEN R OMEtSER, Timken 
AL BERT H AWKES, I-lays 
FRED FRY, Pounce Rock 
EUGENE McFARL AND, Hays 
H OMER D UMM, Hoisington 
Colors 
Purple and White 
Flower 
Sweet Pea 
E UGENE OATES, Minneapolis 
ADOLPH ANDERSON, Osage City 
LESLIE MAYHEW, Plainvi!le 
SAMUEL R OB INSON, Luray 
A I. BE RT TARRO. Osage City 
PAUL SANDY, Covert 
MARVIN BARROWS, Ness City 
L AMONT SMITH, Minneola 
G. H OLJDYSHE LL, Paunee Rock 
GEORGE BOWMAN, Paunee Rock 
I RW IN H . MCVEY, Hays 
R OBERTS, FRY, G ISH , BAST IN , L. R OCERS, MAYH EW, L O RBEE R , TARRO 
MAH ONEY, M U IRH EAD, SMITH, G. H OUDYSHELL . NORTON, H AWKES, OATES, McFARLAND 
B. R OCERS, BARROWS, MCVEY, ANDERSON, H ENRY, C LARK, R OMEI SER, W. H OUDYSHF.:LL 
C ARTER, R OBINSON, KLEWENO, PORTEN IE R, GORDAN IER , BOWMAN , HI N ES, Y OUNG 
POZtll34 
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KAPPA BETA TAU 
Organized February, 
1928 
DOYLE BROOKS, Hays 
LLOYD LALA, Woodston 
EARL DRAGOO, Luray 
Roy GRUBB, Marquette 
RANDALL GALLION, Hunter 
WILBUR S T EWART, Harlan 
FRANK VANDEWATER, I-lays 
M AR ION COULSON, Plains 
MARI ON W I LLIAMS, Partr idge 
MEMBERS 
WALTER WALLERSTEDT, /-lays 
DONALD WILLIAMS, Luray 
ELBERT MACY, Woodston 
HARR y HARPER, Plainville 
GEORGE SMITH, Luray 
LOWELL K N ISLEY, Logan 
PLEDGES 
Colors 
Black and White 
Flower 
White Carnation 
WILLIAM WAGNER, Wa Keeney 
MERL E SWANK, Woodston 
RALPH HARPE R, Plainville 
GERAL D LONG, Wa Keeney 
J OHN ANDERSON, Roxbury 
FRANK LI NDNER, Luray 
L LOYD CUNNI NGHAM, Hays R o y CAMPBELL, /-lays 
H AROLD H OOPER , Smith Center WILLI AM STEWART, Weskan 
CHESTER BILLINGS, Hay.~ 
BROOKS, GRUBB, LONG, SWANK, STEWART, DRAGOO, COULSON 
WALLE RSTEDT, GALLION, SM ITH, WAGNER , KNISL EY, VAN D E WATER, M. WILLIAMS 
LALA , H. HARPER, L INDNER, R. HARPER, D. WILLIAMS, MACY, ANDERSON 
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A FEW ON THE FRATS 
RECENTLY the Phi Mus were honored by the visit of a brother from an eastern school; expecting to be entertained by a little concert from the 
boys, he turned the conversation to the subject of music, in hopes of hearing 
a string quartet or perhaps a 'cello solo, Imagine the boys' embarrassment 
on finding that all the faculty brothers were out of town, and that Leo Legleiter 
had lost the crank to his victrola! 
I t seems that when the Betas adopted a standard paddle they started 
something that went the rounds, 
The Kappa Phis were having trouble with one pledge, who threatened to 
quit, . When cornered by three or four of the actives and questioned as to 
what were his reasons, he made this reply: "Oh, no, I don't mind being 
paddled every night, and I like to shine shoes, Sleeping on the floor when 
there is company doesn't bother me much, either, but when you big stiffs 
insist that I go to Sunday School with you every Sunday, it's too much to take 
without kicking." 
Was that red placard with the bold, black letters, so proudly displayed 
on the Sigma Tau house, just an attempt to pull something original for once' 
Anyway, the Kappa Phis were quarantined first, so Steeples' bid to fame 
gained him nothing but a three weeks' rest. 
This is one on the Kappa Beta Taus- Dinner at the house was being 
vigorously enjoyed when one of the boys asked, "Say, who knows what kind 
of meat this is that we are eating?" Conjectures were many, and conclusions 
were few; some declared it to be duck, while others were of the opinion that 
it was mutton. In fact, it remained a complete mystery until somebody else 
suddenly broke up conversation by asking, "Who knows where Sandy is)" 
Sandy was the house dog. 
Instructor in Greek history: "What were the Olympic games'" 
Phi Mu P ledge: "Pinochle, poker, snooker, and crapshooting." 
One more on the Sigma Taus, that jolly bunch of Greeks (Egyptians, 
Africans, farmers and snooker-p layers, etc.)- Not so long ago, the boys decided 
that they would throw a little party at the house, inviting a few choice lady 
friends to help them make Much Ado About Nothing. This little affair, of 
' course, was to occur all unbeknownst to the Powers That Be, Very late in 
the evening, when everyone had tired of the amusements offered and desired 
something else to do, there came a loud knock on the door. Instantly the 
lights were extinguished and silence reigned supreme, (Not too supreme, 
for chairs could be heard falling in several parts of the room,) When it was 
discovered it was only one of the gang returning from a late date, the lights 
were turned on. And what do you think) There sat Easter and Sanders 
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PANHlELLlENIC 
Organized December 12, 1925 
OFFICERS 
Alpha Sigma Alpha. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 






A lpha Sigma Alpha 
MARJORI E REINECKE, Great Bend 
DOROTHY K I NG, Hays 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
HELEN H OCH, Hays 
MARI E SMITH , Kingman 
Xi Kappa Psi 
LEONE M ILLER, Hays 
KATHRYN MARSHALL, WaKeeney 
LENORA MCCULLO UGH , Belleville 
MABLE BYERLEY, Osborne 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
HELEN CHRI STENSEN, Menlo 
FLORA ZI EBER, Pawnee Rock 
CHRISTENSEN, HOCH , RE INECKE, KING, ZIEBER 




SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA 
F()unded at Farmville State Teachers College, Farmvill e, Virginia , 1898 
Established at K. S. T. C, December, 1925 
Culors- Royal Purple and White 
Publication-Triangle 
Flower- Purple Violet 
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FLORA ZIEBE R , Pawnee Rock 
G E RA LDINE C OFr-IN, Goodland 
M ARCE LLI NE HILL, Plainville 
VELMA G REEN, Plainville 
D OR IS TRIM BLE, S elden 
M ARIE Z I M MERMAN, S elden 
FLO RENCE P OP E, Selden 
P E ARL W ENGER, S elden 
V ERA D UE PRE E, Plainville 
J n Facultate 
MRS. WALTER E MCH 
MEMBERS 
HELEN H E RRI CK , Russell 
NETTYE S HI PLE Y, S mith Center 
LILLIE BELLE FRAZIER, M ontezuma 
H EL EN C HR ISTENSEN, M enlo 
PLEDGES 
FRANCES WORCEST E R, Hill City 
LORENE D ANCER, Stocklon 
MARION P F IST ER , Pawnee Rock 
H E LEN E B OCK, Goodland 
C LARA B OCK , Goodland 
MATTYE D E AN E , A gra 
Patronesses 
MRS . C LI F FORD MORRI SON 
MRS. A. F. C OCHRAN 
PFISTE R, HILL, POPE , DUE PREE , WORCEST ER , GREEN, H. BOCK 
H ERRICK, TRIMB L E , WENGER , COFFIN, ZIEBER, DANCER 
C H R I STENSEN, FRAZIER, C. BocK, D EANE, ZIMMERMAN, SHI PLEY 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
Founded at Virginia State Teachers College 
Colors- Pearl White and Crimson; Palm Green and Gold 
Flowers-Aster and Narcissus Jewels- Pearl and Ruby 
Publication- The Phoenix 
MEMBERS 
MARJORIE REINECKE, Great Bend 
FRANCES R E I FF, Russell 
DOROTHY MORRISON, Hays 
DOROTHY K ING, Hays 
MAURINE SPEER, Hays 
ELEANOR CHITTENDEN, Hays 
J ANE SK INNER, Stockton 
Pledges 
A LI CE NI ELSEN, Natoma 
V I RGINIA SAILORS, Dodge City 
MARJORIE WALKER, Brounell 
BELVA r-..10TZ, Selden 
NOVALJ ,'-lE HICKMAN, Hays 
LUCILLE FULLER, Ellis 
ELEANOR HAWES, Gorham 
CARNELL DAVIS, Hays EDNA LAN DRUM, Hays 
SYLVIA ScHLEGEL, Hays 
MIss ELIZABETH AGNEW MRS. J. G. BRENNER 
MISS MILDRED STEPH ENS MRS. C. G. COCHRAN 
SKI NNER, SAI LORS, CHITTENDEN, N IE LS E N, WALKER, Y OUNG 
REIFF, R E INECKE, MORRISON, MOTZ, H ICKMAN 
B ISHOP, FULLER, HAWES, PR INCE, KING 
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DEL T A SIGMA EPSILON 
Founded at Miami University, Oxford , Oh io 
Rho Chapter installed October 2, 1925 
Colors-Ol ive, Green and Cream Flower-Cream Tea Rose 
ARDELIA WAMHOFF, Holyrood, 
R UTH MEYER, Bison 
L EONE MILLER , /-fays 
MARIE P IVONKA , Timken 
EVELYN WAGNER , Ellinwood 
Publication-Shie!d 
MEMBERS 
MARGARET CA IN, Hays 
EsTA MOSER , Lenora 
KATH . MARSHALL , WaKeeney 
JULIA TRAPP, Bunkerhill 
BERNICE MORRI S, Barnard 
H ILA JANSEN, Bison 
PLEDGES 
DOROTHY LECLEITER, La Crosse 
ELiZABETH SP ILKEP , Ellis 
CAROLINE SPILKER, Ellis 
V ERNA PALMER, Lucas 
THELMA WILSON , La Crosse 
MARJORIE McLEOD, Hays ARDELL WALDEN , Burr Oak EFFIE MAE MCWILLIAMS, Quinter 
In Facultate: MISS MARY ANN STE PHENS, MISS ETHEL S NODGRASS 
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MILLER , PIVONKA , WAGNER, CAIN , MOSER , MARSHALL 
TRA PP, MORR IS, LEGLE ITER. WALDEN, McLEOD 
E. SPI LKER, PALMER, C. S PI LKER, WILSON, J ENSEN 
THlET A SIGMA UPSILON 
Organized as Zeta Sigma Phi in 1927 
Insta lled as Mu Chapter of T heta Sig-
ma Upsilon on October I J, 1929, at K. 
S. T. C. 
MEMBERS 
MARIE S MITH, Kingman LEONA GR ISWOLD, Rossville 
D OROTHY Dopp, Glasco KATHLEEN COLEMAN, Norlon 
NORMA GODDARD, Phillipsburg H AZEL BRADSHAW, Hays 
RAMON A \VOLKE~SDORFER , H erndon 
VERA GRUNDM E I E R , Fairport 
FERYL SPANI OL , Dodge City 
In Facultate 
MRS. N ITA L AN DR U M 
Pledges 10 Zeta Sigma Phi 
GLADYS SPANI O L , ~odge City 
DELORES R OME ISER. Timken 
H EL EN H OCH, Hay3 
GRACE BLOOME R EES, R exford 
SARAH iFLAND, /-la ys 
WILABOUR H ARDY, Hays 
Patronesses 
MRS. W. A. LEWI S 
MRS. GEORGE PHILIP, JR. 
S MITH, Dopp, GODDARD, GRUNDMEIER, WOLKENSDORFER 
GR ISWOLD , ROME lSER, COLEMAN, BRADSHAW, F. S PAN I OL 
HARDY, C. SPAN IOL, H OCH, REES, iFLAND 
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XI KAPPA PSI 
Organized at Kansas State Teachers College in 1928 
Colors- Rose and Silver 
MA Y H EILMAN, Almena 
PHYLLIS FORNEY, La Crosse 
JEWELL ROYSE, Langdon 
JOSEPHINE GRI MES, Milo 
F LORENCE SM ITH, Larned 
MAMIE MORRISSETTE, Clifton 
C LOV IS ENGLISH, Lincoln 
In Facultate 
MIss L UCILL E FELTEN 
Flower-Killarney Rose 
MEMBERS 
MABLE BYERLEY, Osborne 
HELEN FAIRCHILD, Bunkerhill 
MARGARET BROWN, Brewster 
HELEN HOLLENBECK, Brewster 
L ENORE MCCULLOUGH, Belleville 
R UTH MOORE, Stockton 
MARGARET LUDLOW, Morland 
Patroness 
MRS. H. R . BRYAN 
FORNEY, LUDLOW, BROWN, MORRISSETTE, H EI LMAN 
McCULLOUGH, B YERL EY, SMITH, GRIMES 
SLANDER SHEET OF THE SISTERHOODS 
W ELL, we always contended that it would ceme to pass sooner or later, but we hardly expected it so soon. And neither d id we expect that Xi 
Kappa Psi would be the first sorority to do it . Yet the fact remains that they 
have done it, and wi ll very likel y do it some more. Yes, you guessed it the 
first tirr e. The girls are using paddles I No, we don·t know where they got 
the paddles, but we do know that they spent a hectic evening at the Beta 
house not so long ago, and the next da y a Beta pledge was seen making padd les. 
No, of course it wouldn"t do to mention ar,y names, but it is a great 
mystery to us r.ow some of OUf girl friends can manage to wear less clothes in the 
summer than they do in the winter. 
And then there is the great problem confronting the Alpha Sigs: 
To wit, how are they to keep a nice green lawn free from footpaths when their 
neighbors just won·t use the sidewalk? 
Oh, yes, ·twas very clever of the Delta Sigs to send their pledges out 
after cats, but we can"t understand their object in so doing. Just as a matter 
of opinion, wed say that they were ··catty"· enough before. 
We think it"s certainl y the proper th ing for the sororities to require their 
pledges to practice dancing a half hour every day, but might it not be a good 
idea for the actives to do like\vise? 
We hea('d an interesting little story the other day about a girl that furni shed 
her ream entirely with antiques. Everyone on the campus was remark ing 
about it until it was learned that said room was a t the T ri Sig house and that 
said girl was a T ri Sig. I t was no news at all then, for everyone knows that 
the Tri Sig house is full of antiques. 
Judgi ng from appearances, wed say that Luther Muirhead and Marjorie 
Reinecke have a sad case of love. Luther is a bright young man and Marjorie 
is an Alpha Sig. 
Spending a little time eavesdropping the other day, we heard a young 
man say that he thought some of the Theta Sigs were ··just simply dove-l ike.·· 
The only solution that we could figure out was t hat they must be pigeon-toed. 
Speaking of the Theta Sigs, we heard this one on them; they thought 
that it would be very n ice to give something in the nature of a birthday present 
to one of their patronesses at the appropriate time. Discussion lasted far 
into the n ight and no conclusion was arrived at, unt il one of them spoke, ··Why 
not give her some book-ends 7" 
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PI KAPPA DELTA 
Founded at Ottawa University, Ottawa, Kansas, 1912 
Nu Chapter install ed at K. S. T. c., October 4, 1924 
NATIONAL HONORARY FORENSIC 
MEMBERS 
E DWARD CA IN , Hays 
BERNARD ROTH, Hays 
LEONE MILLER, Hays 
J OSEPHINE H UNT. Hays 
MARGARET CAIN. Hays 
PROF. J AMES R. START 
PROF. LYMAN D. WOOSTER 
ARCHDEACON C. E. COLES 
IN FACULTATE 
HONORARY 
EUGENE McFARLAND, Hays 
C LIFFORD MILLER, Hays 
CLYDE PUTNAM, Haven 
PAUL ANDREE, Altert 
WILABOUR HARDY. Hays 
PROF. JOSEPHINE WEATHERLY 
PROF. ROBERT L. PARKER 
C ECIL McKEE 
E. CAIN. START, ANDREE. P ARKER, C. MILLER, HUNT 
WOOSTER, L. M ILLER, WEATH ERLY, ROTH, COLES, McFARLAND 




KAPPA OMICRON PHI 
Founded at Teachers College, Maryville, Mo., 1923 
Established at K. S. T. C , J anuary, 1925 
Colors-R ed and Gold Flower-Poppy 
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Publication- Distaff 
NATIONAL HOME E CONOM ICS, HONORARY 
MEMBERS 
M ILDRED L ONNER, Shields 
H ELEN H OCH, Hays 
M ISS ETHEL SNODGRASS 
T HANET \V RIGHT , Barnard 
ALICE WE ICEL, Victoria 
MAR IE SMITH, Kingman 
In Facultate 
M ISS MA RY ANN STEPH ENS 
STEPHENS, L ONNER, HocH 
SMITH , WR IGH T, WEICEL 
SIGMA PHI · GAMMA 
Beta Chapter install ed in 1927 
Colors-Blue and Gold Flower-Rose 
MEMBERS 
N INA A L EXANDER, Copeland 
FLORA ZIEBER , Pawnee Rock 
EMMA FURTHMYER, Gorham 
R OMONA WOLKENSDORFER, H erndon 
L UCRET IS DAV IS, Mentor 
L ENORA McCULLOUGH, Belleville 
MABLE BYERLEY, Osborne 
BRACE BLOOME R EES, Rexford 
In Facultate 
MISS HARRI ET ScHWENK ER 
SARAH I FLAND, Hays 
EDNA MARIE BROWN, Burr Oak 
J UNE HARLAN, WaKeeney 
VEDA VENNEBERG, Ha ys 
ETH~L A RTMAN, Plainville 
HELEN FAI RCHILD , Bunkerhill 
FLORENCE BoDMER, Waldo 
REGINA BRULL. I-fays 
P atroness 
MRS. DONALD S. GATES 
HARLAN, FA IRCH ILD, VENNEBERG, BYE RL EY, i FLAND, MCCULLOUGH 
FURTHMYER, BoDMER, DAVIS, A L EXANDER, R EES, ZIEBE R 
GATES, BRU L L , ScHWENKER, WOLKENSDORFE R, BROWN 
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Y. M. C. A. 
T HE Y. M. C. A. is a non-denominational organ ization, and are welcome to join. Regular weekly meetings are held. all students 
The organization was formed to further in every way the spiritual de-
velopment of its members. It offers to every boy unlimited possibili ties of 
fr iendship and comradeship. Further than this, through its weekly meetings, 
it offers an opportunity to the men of the campus to get together and discuss 








CLARENCE YOU SE 








\Y/ orld Service Chairman 
Publicity Chairman 
Faculty Advisor 
FRYAR, YOUSE, SAYLER, WELLS, COPELAND 
FRUSHER , GLASS, WHITHAM, MILLER 
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Y. w. c. A. 
W ORKING along the same line as the Y. M. C. A., the Y. W. C. A, strives for a student three-fold development. Spiritual, physical, 
and mental. The organization holds weekly meetings and each and every girl 
is invited to come and take part in these meetings. Probably no organization 
plays such a great part in a giri"s life on the campus of K. S. T. C. as does this 
one, having as its main purpose the extension of fellowship between all students, 

























M CVICKER, HILL, FRUS HER, SHEARER , ALEXAN DER 
BLI CKENSTAFF, L. SMITH, MASON, H E NNINGSEN , RHOADES 
I 
~





T HE Girl Reserve is an organization that meets every Tuesday morning at 9:35 for the purpose of training leaders in Girls' activities. 
Being the second largest organization on the campus, it was naturally 
looked to for many of the girl leaders of the campus and acting true to form it 
has strengthened the fellowship between all girls upon the campus. 
First row---CHRISTENSEN, CRISSMAN, FAIRCH I LD, H. GLASS, LOFLIN, MEYER, ABBOTT, YEAGER 
Second rOll)'-L GLASS, McCULLEN, DOAK, J OHNSON, McFARLAND, RI SH EL, McBEE, ANDERSON 
Third r ow--METCALF, A. SM ITH, SHIPLEY, TOURTILLOTT, McNALL, MILLS, WAGe 
Fourth row--- L. S MITH, DISNEY, CARDEN, ) . SMITH , MILLS, PERKINS, R OVNER 
Fifth ROW-PERSONETTE, MORR IS, STRADEL, DENIO, GRIMES, F. SMITH, WELLS 
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ART LOVERS' CLUB 
MEMBERS 
MARJORIE REINECKE, Great Bend 
ELIZABETH JONES, Otis 
GENEVA WRIGHT, Kinsley 
MILDRED M YERL Y, Lyons 
RUTH HAAS, Bushton 
AGNES BLOCKLINGER, Miltonvale 
J EANNETTE SMITH, Oakley 
MARGARET MEADE, Hays 
DORIS DISNEY, Ellis 
EDITH LOFLIN, Ogallah 
MABLE RUFF, Junction City 
HELEN CHEGWIDDEN, Lucas 
FLORENCE DANIELS, Garfield 
ANNA BYERLY, Tribune 
ALICE HEDGES, Hays 
MYRTLE BURDITT, Coldwater 
E ILEEN NORTHUP, Quinter 
OLIVE KING, Hays 
LILLIAN GLASS, Ellis 
OPAL J OHNSON, Trousdale 
In Facultale 
MIss ELSIE HARR IS 
BURDITT, REINECKE, J ONES, WRIGHT, MYERLY 
HASS, BLOCKLINGER, SMITH, RUFF, MOSER 
CHECWIDDEN, DANIELS, BYERLY, HEDGES 
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S. A. I. 
The S. A. I. Club is an organization for the development of a profess ional 
Music Soror ity. 
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FADONNA WRIGHT, Kinsley 
L AURA TALBOTT, Colby 
MEMBERS 
MARGARET R ARICK, Hays 
T EL KA KRAUS, Ha ys 
JOSEPHINE CUNNINGHAM, M orland 
L OIs R ARICK, Hays 
LILLIAN COOLBAUGH, Stockton 
DOROTHY KING, Hays 
GENEVA WRIGHT, Kinsley 
MRS. C LARA MALLOY 
EDITH MASON, Wa Keeney 
In Facultate 
MISS L UCILLE FELTON 
MRS. C. F. WIEST 
F. WRIGHT, TALBOTT, CUNNINGH AM, L. R ARICK, G. WRIGHT 
M. R ARICK, KRAUS, COOLBAUGH, KING, MASON 
• 
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB 
ALICE WEIGEL, Victoria 
H E LEN KADEL, Scottsville 
AGNES McPEAK, Hunter 
MARIE S MITH, Kingman 
V IVIAN REEVES, Wa Keeney 
MILDRED LoNNER, Shields 
T H ANET WRIGHT, Barnard 
ORVETTA JAIN. Waldo 
MEMBERS 
A LTA COURTNEY, Collyer 
HELEN BocK, Goodland 
C LOVI S ENGLISH, Lincoln 
ANNA BYERLEY, Tribune 
H EL EN H OCH , Hays 
MARGARET S HOVER, Beeler 
GERTRUDE ANGE LL, Portis 
R UTH M OORE, Siockton 
BIRDINA HACKETT, La Crosse 
J n Facuilale 
MI SS ETH E LL SNODGRASS M ISS MARY ANN STEPHENS 
SMI TH, MCPEAK, H OCH , KADEL, ANGELL, W E IGEL 
REEVES, LoNNER, WRIGHT, S HOVER , M OORE, BYE RLE Y 




LOWELL Y ASMER, A rnold 
WILMA McBURNEY, Kingman 
J ESSE ZONGKER, Zenith 
MARY GROVE, Dorrance 
LUCRETIA DAVIS, Menlor 
NORINE SCHYLER, Hays 
W ILLIAM BOBB ITT, Peru, Neb . 
WILMA WYLI E, Quinter 
ARTA EDWARDS, La Crosse 
CEDA DOERSCHLAC, Arnold 
FLORENCE BODMER, Waldo 
EMMA FURTHMYER, Corham 
GRACE R EES, Rexford 
FAY HATCHER, Minneola 
H AZEL LUTZ, Sharon Springs 
JUNE HARLAN, Wa Keeney 
ELSIE W H EAT, La Crosse 
SARAH I FLAND, Hays 
MEMBERS 
H E LEN DAVIS, La Crosse 
DONALD S. GATES, Hays 
S ETH ARNOLD , Hays 
WILLIAM C. BUGc, Ellis 
R EG INA BRULL, Hays 
ORVILE FURTHMYER, Corham 
ESTHER KOLSKY, Hays 
ALBERT INE MORRISSETTE, Clifton 
MAMIE MORRISSETTE, Clifton 
I RENE ADAMS, Dodge City 
DOROTHY GLEASON, Kinsley 
RAYMOND FRYAR, Haven 
LAWRENCE EICHMAN, Palco 
ADOLPH ANDERSON, O,~age City 
R OSE J ANDA, Wilson 
HELEN FAIRCHILD, Bunker Hill 
MABLE BYERLY, Allon 
C HESTE R BILLINGS, Hays 
YASMER, McBURNEY, Z ONGKE R, GROVE, L D AV IS, SCHYLER, BoBB ITT 
WYLIE, EDWARDS, DOERSCHLAG, BODMER, FURTHMYER , R EES, HATCHER 











MEMBERS OF EXECUTIVE COUNC IL 
GERALD YOUNG 




GERALD YOUNG , Oakley GLEN LOWRY, W ebster 
JAMES NORTON, Cawker City CECil, HARR IS, Hoxie 
LLOYD CUNNI NGHAM, Hays OTIS W ILE Y, Ha ys 
WILLI AM WAGNER, Wa Keeney ERNEST MOSER, Lenora 
HAROLD CoPELAND , Ha ys L AWRENCE R OMEI SER, Timk.en 
ARNOLD ANDE RSON, Oberlin FRANK VAN D EWATER. Hays 
DALE KELLY, Phillipsburg GERALD LONG, Wa K eeney 
R OBERT K RAIS INGER, Timken 
WAGNER, W ILEY, MOSER, HARRI S, VANDEWATER, R OMEISER, L ONG, CUNNINGHAM, KRAIS INCER, 
NORTON 
ANDERSON, KELLY, LoWRY, Y OUNG, COPELAN D 
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TIGERETTES 
Organized in September, 1928 
MARIE PIVONKA 
ELIZABETH Y OUNG 




MEMBERS OF EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
GENEVA WRIGHT 
MARIE PI VONKA 
MARIE PI VONKA, Timken 
A RDELL WALDEN, Burr Oak 
NETTYE SH IPL EY, Smith Center 
GENEVA WRIGHT, Kinsley 
DELORES R OM ElSER , Timken 
J OSEPHINE GR IMES, Mile 
FADONNA WRIGHT, Kinsley 




V ELMA GREEN, Plainville 
ELIZABETH Y OUNG, OakLey 
LE IGH MILLER, Houston 
MARGARET B ROWN , Brewster 
C LARA P OWELL, Kannoplis 
WILMA REINHARDT, Bison 
J OYCE LYON, Sterling 
MARJOR IE WALK ER, Brounell 
GRIMES , F. WR IGH T, B RADSHAW, GREEN, Y OUNG, M ILLER, BROWN, P OWELL , REINEHARDT, LYON 
R OM E ISER, P I VON K A , S HIPLEY, WALDEN, C. WRIGHT 
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MEN'S GLEE CLUB 
VAN AMBROSE CHRIST Y, Direct:>r 
First Tenors-FORREST BROWN, DORSEY BROWN ,GILBERT LANDRY, MELVIN TORRY, L YMAN EELLS, L EO L ECLEl T ER 
Second Tenors-L EO EDGI NGTON, LLOYD WHITHAM, GALEN HOr.;OYSHELL, C HARLES EADE S, F RANK VAN D E WATER , MARVIN B ARROWS. SAM R OBI NSON, V ICTOR WELLS 
Baritone$-J OHN ANDERSON, F LOY D LEE, H ARRY H ARPER, R AL PH H ARPER. EDWIN CooKE, PAUL ANDREE 
Basses-CLYDE SM ITH WALDO W I CKI ZER, BERNARD ROT H , STANLEY CLARK 
~-" .. ~ 
'''"':t.,,- ;;;~'-~"" 
Top row-LANDRY, F. BROWN, D. BROWN. H OUDYSHELL, ROBINSON, BARROWS, VAN DE WATER, CHRISTY, R . H ARPER, WHITHAM, ANDREE, LEE, B R OTH , CooKE, STOCK, 










V ARSKTY OCTETTE 
EADES, COOKE, WICKIZER , C LARK 
F. BROWN. LAN DRY, KOBLER , H. H ARPER 
VAN AMBROSE C HRI STY 
Director 
MISS LOIs RARICK 
Accompanist 
WOMEN'S GLEE CLUB 
H . E. MALLOY 
Director 




L R ARICK, KRAUS , WRIGHT, COOLBAUGH , WILLI AMS 
GRISWOLD, WAGN ER , M. R AR IC K , K ING 
F AOONNA WR IGH T 
Soprano 
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MARG.'\RET R ARICK 
ContraLto 
LoI S R AR ICK 
Violinist 
VARSITY QUARTET 




M any opportunities a re given the studen ts for development and individual broadening through extra-curricular activ it ies. These are open to all 
students in the coll ege, and any student may take one or more of these as he 
wishes. 
I n athletics. men may enter into both intercoll egiate and intramural 
sports ; these include football , basket ball , track, wrestling, baseball, tennis, 
and golf. An extensive program of athletics for women is sponsored by the 
Women's Athletic Association; this program covers h iking, dancing, p lay ing 
on various athletic teams, and gymnasiu m work. 
M usical act ivities are provided for those that des ire training in music; 
these are the band, orchestra, men's glee club, and women 's glee club. All 
of these organizations appear in concerts and at public gatherings at various 
times throughout the year. 
The Young Men's Christian Association and the Young Women's C h.-istian 
Assoc iat ion, more commonl y known as t he "Y. M." and the "y' W." , have 
student organizations here for the purpose of aid ing students in their moral 
development and further ing the cause of Christianity. 
Girl Reserve Leadership, Campfire Activity, and Scouting Activ ity all 
have for their purpose the training of leaders in their respect ive branches of 
work. This tra ining is very va luable to those students who expect to under-
take such work in their teaching. 
The Commercial Club, the Art Lovers Club, and the Home Economics 
Club are more or less professional in nature, each being primarily for those 
students taking work in its pa rt icular department. English Cl ub is an activity 
for those interested in rev iewing current literature. or in original, creative 
writing. The Na ture Club is composed of students interested in nature work 
and in nature as a means of recreation. 
P arliamentary Law is a class activity that meets to study legislat ive 
procedure, using Roberts' Rules of Order as a t ext. Students learn how to 
properl y conduct public meetings from work in this cl ass. 
Members of the R eveil le Staff and the Leader Sta ff are given activity 
credits for the work they do on these publications. 
Two pep clubs have been organized, one for the men and one for the 
women. These clubs furnish stunts and novelties for intercollegiate athletic 
contests; their purpose is more and better pep. 
Debate and oratory activities furnish training for those who wish to 
tryout for the teams. Students represen t ing the College in forensic events 
are eligible to membership in Pi Kappa Delta , national honorary forensic 
fraternity. 





H AROLD COPELAND, Editor R OLLEN NIPPS, Business Manager 
THE REVEILLE 
1fT H AS been the purpose of the 1929 Revei lle Staff to issue a fuller, broader, and better book 
1l than has ever been publ ished before. We believe that through the co-operation and spirit of 
the student body we have now accomplished our desired task. It is ou r sincere wish that you 
keep this book as a remembrance of those activities in which you a nd your friends participated. 
NORTON, S HI PLEY, M ACY, GREEN, ANDERSON 
GLASS, WR IGHT, BoLLI NGER, ZIEBER , Y OUNG 
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AUBREY ROBERTS Editor MARVIN BASTIN Business Manager 
THE LEADER 
BE ING a student publication the K. S . T. C. Leader naturally strive~ for betterment of student activities and for the conferring of news that is the most interesting to the student body. It is edited weekly and is classed as one of the best school papers in Kansas . 
MILLER, PHILLIPS, BROWN, SWANK 
MUTrI, SHIPLEY, BoLLINGER 
W ALTER W ALL£RSTEDT 
Printer 
R v [LLL :f 
~-....... p=~" 
" T HERE'S not much to say about a 
good man except that he is good. " 
How true are these words and how 
well they apply to Walter Wall erstedt. 
If there is ever anyone that needs any 
help, Walter wi ll help him. 
Yet his supreme goodness does not 
end there. H is greatest ability comes in 
being one of the best printers to be found . 
For the many years that he has put out 
the Leader, Public Service, etc., we can 
say that his record is great and that his 
errors are small. 
I t is here that this Reveille staff 
wishes to thank him for his services that 
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KING'S KWALITY ICE CREAM 
GOLDEN BELT BUTTER 
Manufactured by 
GOLDEN BELT CREAMERY AND ICE CO. 
HAYS 
ELLSWORTH ICE CREAM CO. 
ELLSWORTH 
GOLDEN BELT CREAMERY AND ICE CO. 
COLBY 
GOLDEN BELT CREAMERY AND ICE CO. 
PLAINVILLE 
PHONE 640 HA YS, KANSAS 
Kream Krust Bread 
for 
SANDWICHES - TOAST 
A Large Display, 






Wiesner's Department Store 
A. A. WIESNER 
The Place Where You Feel At Home 
DRY GOODS, CLOTHING, SHOES, LADIES' 
READY-TO-WEAR, NOTIONS, GROCERIES 
QUEENSWARE AND FLOOR COVERINGS 
The Largest Department Store 
in Western Kansas 
ALL MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY 
SOUTH MA IN HA YS, KANSAS 
PHONE 10 RESIDENCE 507 
In the quiet little churchyard, 
There is a newly-made mound; 
And the form that was so cherished, 
Has been laid beneath the 
ground. 
In remembrance of our darling fair, 
Let Hoch erect a memorial there. 
Visitors Are Always 






W. ). Bellman 
HARDWARE 
The Winchester Store 
HAYS KANSAS 
Compliments of 
H. B. NEISWANGER, D. D. S. 
Citizens Bank Building 
HAYS KANSAS 
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The thrill that eomes 
Onee in (J life time 
WJHEN you open the first shipping 
ll' case .. .. what a happy thrill!. •• . 
if your Annual is "Kraft Built." It is 
a ,z;lorious culmination to your months 
of arduous 10 bor when you find that 
the final steps in the building of your 
book have skillfully lDade your dreams 
into a beautiful reality. Don't take 
any chances; be sure your book will 
cause a thrill of satisfaction; be ~urc 
it is HKrnft Ruih." 
MAKER.S OF peR..FECT PR.INiIN~ PLAi€S 
D€SI~N€R.5 OF DISIIN~U.ISH€D YE.AR.. BOOKS 
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Make this place your headquarterS for 
recreation and amusement 
ICE CREAM- SOFT DRINKS 
CIGARS and TOBACCO 
N INTH STREET 




A COMPLETE LINE OF 
TOILET ARTICLES, DRUG SUNDRIES 
CANDIES, BOOKS, MAGAZI NES 
PHONE 76 
and NEWSPAPERS 
Prescriptions Filled by Registered 
Pharmacists Only 
117 W. TENTH STREET 
I I 
Style 
You will always find 
the Newest Creations 
in Wearing Apparel 
for Men, Women and 
Children at this store 
1 " 
If you really want the new things, 






HAYS BUILDING and 
LOAN ASSOCIATION 
PAYS S IX PER CENT ON 
SAV I NGS 
Any amount from one dollar 
up may be invested 
All investments secured by 
first mortgages on real estate 
Liberal Withdrawal 
Plan 
WRITE OR CALL ON Us 
H AYS KANSAS 
HAYS, KANSAS 
EUROPEAN R OOMS W ITH BATH 




). E. ADAMS 
Proprietor 
North Side, on No. 40 Highway 
First Class Cafe in 6onnection 
• 
When in Hays Stop 
at the 
H OTEL MULROY 
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SCHUELER G ARAGE 
NASH CARS 
SCHENK'S 
Pharmacy WILLARD STORAGE BATTERI ES UNITED STATES T IRES 
ACCESSOR IES and REPAIRS 
131 -IJJ WEST J UN IATA 
DRUGS and 
SODAS 
PHONE 652 HAYS, KANSAS 
ELITE CAFE 
We Appreciate Your 
Patronage 
Pleasing You Keeps Us 
in Business 
W EST NORTH MAIN 










FOR YOUR CLEAN [NG, PRESS[NG, AL TER[NG, AND 
TAfLOR[NG 
We Clean Everything from Gloves to Rugs 
and ' 
Spec ialize in the Care of Delicate Text iles 
FOR THAT WELL-DRESSED FEELI NG 
Our Service and Quality Are Second to None 
Postage paid one wayan all out-of-town orders 
I 15 WEST SECO TD HAYS, KANSAS 
• 
""\.r 

















Largest Ci rculation of Any 
County Seat Weekly News-
paper in Kansas 
3,500 
P UB LI SHED THURSDAYS 





Editor and Manager 
Page 176 
THE 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
Pate III 
HAYS, KANSAS 
Established in 1888 
The Oldest Bank in E llis County 
A MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE 
SYSTEM 
Progressive, Yet Conservative 
J. A. MERM IS . 
H W. OSHANT 
FRED SCHWALLER 
VICTOR HOLM 
W. J. KARLIN 
Z ITA PALEN. 
J. A. MERM IS 
C. A. MERM IS 
M . A. BASGALL 
OFF I CERS 





. . Cashier 
A ssistant Cashier 
Assistant Cashier 
C. R. HOLLAND 
H W. OSHANT 
FRED S CHWALLER 
ANSWER THE CALL OF THE REVEILLE AND 





GROCERIES - MEATS 
AND FRUITS 




BOOKS, STATIONERY, SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
BOOKS 
FICTION 






MA I L ORDERS 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
Ever ything used in the 
School Room , College, 
High School, or Grade 
School. 
ATHLETI C SUPPLIES 
S TATIONERY FOR ALL SOCIAL AND B US INESS USES 
TYPEWR ITERS, F ILINC CABINETS, FILI NG EQUIPM ENT 
B LANK BOOKS AND LOOSE-LEAF LEDGERS 
PARTY FAVORS AN D D ECORATIONS FOR A LL OCCASIONS 
We Fill Mail Orders Promptly 





109-111 WEST ELEVENTH 
PHONE 236 HAYS, KANSAS 
OSHANTS' 5c-$l.OO 
STORE 
5c AND 10c MERCHA D ISE 
NOTIONS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
CANDY, TOYS, READY-TO-
WEAR,HOS IERY,BATCHI G 
SUPPLIES 
A Little More-A Little Better 
For a Little Less 
HILL'S 
The Home of Good 
Things To Eat 
OUf quality merchandise and 
will ing service make this store 
one wh ich you should pat ronize 
W" e Caler to the College 
Trade 
PHONE 432 WE DELIVER 
PHONE 53 HOME PHONE 302 





719 MAIN STREET 
KANSAS 
BISSING BROTHERS 
Cleaning, Pressing, Tailoring 
and Dyeing 
We have one of the largest and 
best-equipped Cleaning P lants 
in western Kansas. We clean 
clothes with a New-Wa y System, 
which means that ga rments are 
a lways in clean naphtha. 
We Pay Parcel Post 
PHONE 208 202 CHESTNUT 
OLOUGHLIN MOTOR SALES 
The Outstanding Chevrolet oj Chevrolet History 
- A Six in the Price Range oj the Four 
WE ApPRECIATE THE BUS INESS FROM K. S. T. C. 
112- 11 8 W. TWELFTH HAYS, KANSAS 
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A Portrait 
The big event in the life of 
a boy or girl-graduation. 
Their fr iends will expect a 
photograph and they will 
treasure it in years to come. 
Photographs Live 
Forever 
Modern Beauty Salon in Connection 
"We Are in Business for Your Beauty" 
ALL LI NES OF BEAUTY WORK 
PERMANENT WAVI NG 
MARCELLING 
FACIALS 
FINGER WA VING 
S HAMPOOIN G 
IVASSAG ING 
PHONE 460 
Ferris Studio and Beauty Salon 
114 N INTH MRS. MAYBELLE FERRIS HAYS. KANSAS 
WE ALWAYS APPRECIATE 
YOUR BUSINESS 
LARGE OR SMALL ORDERS 
FILLED PROMPTLY 
CITIZENS LUMBER 







RED'S CLEAN SHOP 
You're Next 
Prompt Service-Skilled Barbers 
Sanitary Methods 
If You Don't Know This Shop, Get Next 
GAY TILLOTSON, Prop. 
PHONE 546 HAYS, KANSAS 
Compliments of 
LAW and HEMPHILL 
Distriel A gents 
NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY 
O F' THE UNITED S TATES OF A MERICA 
Page 180 
BANK ACCOUNTS OPENED WITH THIS BANK ARE 




$50 ,000 .00 
$25,000 .00 
OFFICERS 
N. F. ARNHOLD 
J ACOB BRULL 
. P resident 
Vice-President 
. . Cashier F. W. ARNHOLD 
NORA L. COLAHAN Assistant Cashier 
The Farmers State Bank 
HAYS, KANSAS 
The B ank W here You Feel At Home 
Built By Service 
G iving the best possible service on 
every order, built this business 
because it helped the 
other fellow build his. 
It' ll help you. 
QUALITY COAL and BUILD ING MATERIAL 
There is No Substitute for Quality 
Treat-Shaffer &2 Company 
H. HAVEMANN, Manager 
PHONE 74 HAYS, KANSAS 
1 2. REVEll LE 
- --0. .--.:=:::::: ---
ELECTRICITY 
Is MAN 'S GREATEST SERVANT 
POWER- LIGHT 
HEAT 
AT THE TURN OF THE SWITCH 
H. H. K ING GEORGE KI NG 
King Brothers Pharmacy 
The Rexall Sto re 
W E SERVE You BETTER 
The best of CANDIES, STATIONERY, and SODAS, 
Our Prescription Department is in charge of Regis-
tered men . WE Do NOT SUBSTITUTE. 
Everything to be fou nd in a first-cl ass drug store 
may be found here. 
Make our store your headquarters to meet fri ends. 
The Home of Good Goods and Square Dealing 
WE SERVE FRANKLIN'S IcE CREAM 
EXCLUSIVELY 
PHONE 80 HAYS. KANSAS 
Pagr: 182 
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St. Anthony's Hospital 
HAYS, KANSAS 
ST. ANTHONV:S HOS PITAL, 
HAYS. KANSAS . 
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SISTER M. EVARISTA 
Superintendent 
This space reserved and paid for by 
The Active Staff 
=' .».-
'. 
To the Members of the .Class of 1929 
WE EXTEND OUR HEARTIEST WISHES 
for a 
JOYOUS, PROSPEROUS CAREER 
THE HAYS CITY FLOUR 
MILLS 
Manufacturers of Semolina Flour 
. HAYS KANSAS 




Mack's College Shop 
HAYS 
507 W. 7TH STREET 
"LUNCHEONETTE" 









D. W. KING 
A merican P lan or 
European P lan 
SOUTH S IDE 
HAYS KANSAS 
The students of K. S. T. C. have 
shopped at Brenner's. From the 
days of the stately "hack" to the 
present era of the smart 
sports roadster, Brenner's 
has been the criterion of 
smartness in collegiate 
girls apparel. 
Where You Buy Your 
GORDON and [RIS 
H OSE, S HAGMOOR 
. and PRINTZESS 
COATS , BEA U TY 
MA I D DRESSES , 
EVERGREEN SPORT 
HATS 
BRE NNER 'S 
Ready-To-W ear 
Shop 
W. B. DANIELS 
Dentist 
OFFICE IN SCHE NK BLDG. 
PHONE 351 H AYS, KANSAS 
SERVICE 
NEW S H OES THAT WEAR-
Wife Sell "em 
OLD 5 1-IDES THAT NEED REPA I R-
We Rebuild "em 
Our \Vork Guaranteed 
Bring or Mail Them to 
Schlegel Shoe Service 
11 3 WEST MA IN HAYS, KA NSAS 
GEYER BROTHERS 
DRUGGISTS 
We Are Anxious To Serve You 
Our store consists of the following: A high-class 
Prescription Department, a lways in charge of a regis-
tered pharmacist. A Toilet Department that is not 
equalled anywhere in this part of the state for its stock 
of high-grade perfumeries and toiletries. 
An up-to-date Soda Fountain, completely operated the 
entire year. 
ORTHOPHONIC V ICTROLAS AND A COMPLETE STOCK OF RECORDS 
New Record Releases Received Each Week 
I n Our Candy Department, We Feature 
MRS. STOVER'S BUNGALOW CANDIES, I N THE VARIOUS ASSORTMENTS 
JOH NSTON'S PACKAGE LINE OF CHOCOLATES AND FANCY CANDIES 
Also, DONA TTl BULK CHOCOLATES 
CZESKLEBA 
MUSIC AND OPTICAL COMPANY 
THE HOME OF BETTER MUSIC AND 
OPTICAL SERVICE 






It had to be good 





Whether it is the dead 
of winter or the middle 
of the summer, millions 
stop for one little min-
ute and refresh them-
selves with a bottle of 
COCA-COLA 
Bottled here in our own plant where every bottle is sterilized-
buy it by the case, keep it in the house always 
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 






A Super Service 
That Will Please 
12TH AND OAK STREET 
HAYS KANSAS 
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N. M. SCHLYER 
DEALE R IN 
HARDWARE 
FARM IMPLEMENTS 
Where Your Dollar 
is Well Spent 
PHONE 20 HA YS, KANSAS 
FRANK WALTERS 
T RANSFER AND 
STORAGE 
We Move, Store, Pack, and Ship 
Prompt Transfer Service Day 
or N ight 
RES. PHONE 802 OFFICE P H ONE 18 
HAYS, KANSAS 
!/t'~ 
The UDivenal Car 
Features of The New Ford 
BEAUTIFUL Low L INES 
REMARKABLE ACCELERATION 
FULLY ENCLOSED S Ix - BRAKE SYSTEM 
TRIPLEX SHATTER-PROOF WINDSHIELD 
RELIAB ILITY AND LONG L IFE 
CHOICE OF COLORS 
SMOOTHNESS AT ALL SPEEDS 
H ONDAILLE SHOCK ABSORBERS 
ECONOMY OF OPERATION 
55 to 65 Miles per Hour! 
TWENTER 82 SON MOTOR 
COMPANY 
HAYS, KANSAS 
SEE AND HEAR 
BIOS. 'ITA'-"Ilil '1M~~ 
The Strand Theatre 
OUR SUNDAY SHOWS ARE CAREFULLY 
CHOSEN FROM THE BEST ATTRACTIONS 










"Our Flowers Please" 
Seasonal Specialties 
H AYS, K ANSAS 
HAYS PROTESTANT HOSPITAL 
H A YS, KANSAS 
MISS H ANNA AEB I, R . N ., Superintendent 




LLOYD S. STURTZ, Mgr. 
Say I t with Flowers 
But Say I t with Ours 
WE SH IP and GUARANTEE 
QUALITY • SOFT D RI N K S 
CANDY- CIGARS 
1500 ARAPA HOE BOULDER. COLO. 
Hot Lunch at All 
Hours Sinclair Service Sta tion 
GAS - OIL and GREASES 
~II~~ :~t~: a ~ PHONE 811 
lL Filling Station 
~~ Ul "",'i'ijH PHONE 533 
EAST SECOND S T . HAYS. K ANSAS OPPOSITE BRUNSWICK HOTEL 
j . B . B YA R S 
H A YS, K ANSAS 
The Style Source oj 
W estern Kansas 
co . 
WOMEN'S READY-TO-WEAR 
WOMEN'S NOVELTY FOOTWEAR 
MEN'S CLOTHI NG and SHOES 
A COMPLETE STOCK OF LUGGAGE 
Buying f or JOO Department Stores Means Lower P rices 
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WESTERN KANSAS 
Schooled by Hays 
For more than s ixty years H ays has taken the lead in the 
development of Western Kansas. 
In the pioneer days Fort Hays was establ ished in Western 
Kansas to protect the early settler and the rail road builder. 
Because of the proximity of H ays, its citizens, after the 
abandonment of the Fort, assumed t his guardianship. 
From the beginning, H ays was an important trading and 
freig ht center; but, not being satisfied, its citizenry looked into 
the future growth of Western Kansas and directed attention 
to the prospects of immigration and the development of the 
agricultural resources of the surrounding territory. 
As the settlement of Western K ansas advanced, Hays kept 
pace with progress, furnishing an educational, med ical, and 
commercial center that is truly interested in the growth and 
development of Western Kansas. 
The historical incidents of the early days and their preserva-
t ion have insti lled a true "pioneer spirit" in the citizens of 
H ays and in the students attending Hays institutions. 
We all know the perseverance and sincerity of the "pioneer 
spirit.·· Hays educational institutions develop it-they 
school Western Kansas! 





AND THIS IS 
THE AUBI PAGE 
- Yet there is none. If you 
like this book, say so. If not, 
. stop and think if you have 
helped or h indered. If you 
have cri t icisms to offer, do not 
blame the staff; the responsi-
bil ity is mine. 
- H. W. C. 
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